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If the music make you move
'Cause you can dig the groove
Then groove on, groove on
If you feel like you wanna make love
Under the stars above
Love on, love on
If there's something you wanna say
And talkin' is the only way
Rap on, oh, rap on
'Cause whatever, oh, you do
Oh, you've got to do your thing

If you feel like you wanna scream
'Cause that's your way of lettin' off steam
Scream on, scream on
If you feel like you wanna sing
'Cause singing is your thing
Sing on, sing on
If you wanna make love all night
And you feel it's right
Right on, right on
Cause whatever, oh, you do
Oh, you've got to do your thing
Do your thing …

“Do Your Thing” by Isaac Hayes (1971)
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Abstract

Mass-produced, paper-based printed electronics can provide a solution for the manufacturing of flexible and disposable electronic applications of the future. Traditional recyclable, high throughput, and low-cost roll-to-roll paper coating and printing processes were originally designed around conventional paper, graphics and packaging industry. Control over surface wetting properties is essential for several paper-related processes such as printing, coating and laminating. Good control over wettability, i.e. control over surface chemistry and structure, creates new possibilities for surface engineering. In this respect, printed functionality sets specific requirements on paper substrates and functional inks. This requires fundamental understanding of how to modify the surface chemistry and structure of the specialty paper qualities and the corresponding functionalized inks.

In this work, the effect of surface modification on ink transfer and consecutively, electrical conductivity of the water-based conductive polymer ink PEDOT:PSS was studied. Conventional PEDOT:PSS is applied on a transparent surface such as glass or plastic film. In Paper I, the PEDOT:PSS was printed using flexography on a TiO$_2$ liquid flame spray (LFS) nanoparticle coated paperboard. The wetting behaviour of the TiO$_2$ nanoparticle treated surface can be controlled between highly hydrophilic and superhydrophobic states when exposed to UV-light or thermal energy, respectively. The LFS nanoparticle deposition method is also compatible with the roll-to-roll process flow typically applied in paper and paperboard production.

Paper coating is the most common way to adjust the paper or paperboard surface properties. As such, the coating layer is the first component to interact with functional inks. The mineral pigment particles used in the coating formulations are typically covered by polyelectrolytes. Therefore, enhancement or adverse effects from the interaction between PEDOT:PSS and polyelectrolytes was studied in Paper II. The polyelectrolyte concentrations in paper coatings and especially on pigment particle surfaces tend to be fairly low and, therefore, difficult to reproduce under controlled laboratory conditions. At higher concentrations, the conductivity of PEDOT:PSS was greatly enhanced by the presence of an oppositely charged cationic electrolyte. The mechanism is identical to the one caused between oppositely attracted species in the layer-by-layer deposition technique.
The interaction between two adjacent, tuneable layers had been limited to wetting differences or attraction of opposite species. Introducing PEDOT:PSS on top of nanofibrillated cellulose (NFC) mixed with glycerol, which are both active functional materials, provided additional alternative approaches, as shown in Paper III. By altering the coating structure, the NFC can be converted into a barrier layer which, however, does not provide additional conductivity enhancement to PEDOT:PSS. NFC can also be used as a reservoir layer designed to release constituents into the PEDOT:PSS layer leading to a conductivity improvement. The NFC barrier and reservoir layer approaches provide possibilities for organic thin film electronics applications, both as stand-alone and/or stacked configurations.

Finally, in Paper IV a new design for permanent, low-cost, and planar fluidic channels on LFS TiO₂ nanoparticle coated paperboard (introduced in Paper I) was demonstrated. The reversible wettability characteristics of the TiO₂ nanoparticle layer was made permanent by using a wetting step after the first stage UV irradiation. Hereby, the LFS deposited TiO₂ nanoparticles are partially removed from the surface forming a permanent channel. The approach can provide avenues for disposable and biodegradable point-of-care diagnostics based on planar fluidic channels.

Keywords

Printed functionality, printed electronics, paper electronics, wetting, sustainable development, PEDOT:PSS, polyelectrolyte, nanofibrillar cellulose (NFC), thin films, TiO₂, liquid flame spray (LFS), nanoparticle, fluidic channel.
Svensk Sammanfattning


appliceringen av PEDOT:PSS ovanpå nanofibrillerad cellulosa (NFC) med
glycerol, där båda utgör aktiva funktionella material, och tillhandahåller flera
alternativa strategier. Genom att justera NFC’s bestykningsstruktur kan detta
konverteras till ett barriärskikt utan någon vidare bidrag till förbättring av
ledningsförmågan hos PEDOT: PSS. NFC kan också bistå som ett
reservoarsskikt som har som uppgift att frigöra glycerol och vatten i in PEDOT:
PSS -skiktet och därpå följa utökning av elektrisk konduktivitet. Barriär-
och reservoaregenskaperna hos NFC kan bana väg för organiska applikationer
för tunnfilmsbaserad elektronik, både som frittstående och/eller på varandra
staplade konfigurationer.

Arbetet avrundades med att i Publikation IV demonstrera en nydesignad
billig tvådimensionell flödeskanal av bestående karaktär på TiO2-nanopartikel
vätskeflambesprutad (LFS) kartong (presenterad i Publikation I). Det
reversibelt omställbara TiO2-nanoskiktets vätningsstillstånd låstes genom ett
första stegs UV-bestrålning och vätning. TiO2-nanopartiklarna röjs delvis från
ytan under processens gång vilket blottlägger en bestående kanal.
Tillvägagångssättet kan bana väg för nedbrytbara diagnostiska engångsartiklar
som baserar sig på tvådimensionella flödeskanaler.

Nyckelord

Tryckt funktionalitet, tryckt elektronik, papperselektronik, vätning, hållbar utveckling, PEDOT:PSS, polyelektrolyt, nanocellulosa (NFC), tunna filmer, TiO2, vätskeflambesprutning (LFS), nanopartiklar, (mikro)flödeskanaler.
Abbreviations and Nomenclature

### Abbreviations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ALD</td>
<td>atomic layer deposition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CA</td>
<td>contact angle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CVD</td>
<td>chemical vapour deposition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LFS</td>
<td>liquid flame spray</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MLCP</td>
<td>multilayer coated paper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NFC</td>
<td>nanofibrillar cellulose</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NFC-G</td>
<td>nanofibrillar cellulose/glycerol mixture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PA</td>
<td>sodium polyacrylate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pDADMAC</td>
<td>poly(dimethylallylammonium chloride)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEDOT:PSS</td>
<td>poly(ethylene-dioxythiophene):polystyrene sulfonate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PET</td>
<td>poly(ethylene terephthalate)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PVD</td>
<td>physical vapour deposition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEM</td>
<td>scanning electron microscopy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ToF-SIMS</td>
<td>time-of-flight secondary ion mass spectrometry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UV</td>
<td>ultraviolet radiation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UVA</td>
<td>ultraviolet A radiation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WCA</td>
<td>water contact angle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XPS</td>
<td>X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Nomenclature

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\gamma$</td>
<td>[mN/m]</td>
<td>interfacial (surface) tension</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\theta$</td>
<td>[$^\circ$]</td>
<td>contact angle (theta)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R$</td>
<td>[$\Omega$ cm]</td>
<td>resistivity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_\square$</td>
<td>[$\Omega$/□]</td>
<td>sheet resistance</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Since the beginning of the 21st century, printed electronics and printed intelligence have attracted a growing interest with market value forecasts up to 45 billion USD by 2022 (Das & Zerros 2012). Printed electronics have typically been manufactured on plastics and glass. Plastic substrates provide significant flexibility, and thus roll-to-roll scalability for printed and coated flexible electronics. Such printed electronics can be used in a broad variety of lightweight, disposable applications ranging from intelligent packaging, solar panels, radio frequency identification (RFID) tags to medical implants, wearable computers, and various sensors. Moreover, internet of things (IoT) is a growing megatrend that will utilize printed, thin electronic structures on flexible substrates. To reduce the environmental burden of electronic waste recyclability becomes an important factor (Irimia-Vladu et al. 2012). This has resulted in the search for more ecologically and economically sustainable substrates that are both cost-effective and widely available. Renewable, recyclable, and biodegradable natural fibre-based substrates such as paper and paperboard are currently produced annually in millions of tons, but mostly they are used for the needs of the conventional graphical arts and packaging industry.

A limited market growth and at the same time rising production costs have led the forest products industry to search for expansion of the conventional product portfolio towards value-added functionalities on natural fibre-based products such as functional packages and paper-based sensor applications. Natural fibre-based substrates serve as environmentally and ecologically sustainable substitutes for plastic and glass. Cellulose is the most abundant biopolymer on the Earth and thus a suitable candidate for replacing fossil fuel-based solutions with sustainable and cost-effective alternatives. Paper can be 1000 times less expensive than glass substrates and 100 times less expensive than plastic films (Tobjörk & Österbacka 2011). However, the intrinsic properties of paper, such as porosity and surface roughness, need to be taken into account for printed electronics. Conventional technologies developed for graphical arts applications improving the paper appearance and print quality such as mineral pigment coating, calendering, and barrier layers can also be used to tailor both porosity and surface roughness for printed functionality applications.
Printed and coated functionality on natural fibre-based substrates is not only restricted to paper-based electronics (Tobjörk & Österbacka 2011) such as transistors (Bollström et al. 2009), displays (Siegel et al. 2009), and photovoltaics (Barr et al. 2011, Hübner et al. 2011). Bioactive paper for low-cost diagnostics (Pelton 2009), gas sensors (Sarfraz et al. 2012) and microfluidic devices on paper (Martinez et al. 2008, Martinez et al. 2010, Fobel et al. 2014, Songok et al. 2014) have been demonstrated.

The present work deals with fundamentals of functional surface modification of natural fibre-based substrates ranging from paper and paperboard to nanocellulose films. The overall objective was to understand the physico-chemical interactions arising from the chosen functional surface modifications and their influence on the functional performance. Specific targets aimed at (i) understanding the printability and behaviour of a conductive polymer (PEDOT:PSS) on the various substrates, (ii) clarifying the interactions between PEDOT:PSS and polyelectrolytes commonly used in papermaking, and (iii) demonstrating controlled wettability of coated paper for controlling functional printability or microfluidic flow.

Printed and coated electronics, including controlled wetting, were investigated together with TiO$_2$ nanoparticle surface functionalization. In Paper I the effect of coating structure and surface wettability on large area conductive surfaces was studied on various coated paper grades, including a liquid flame spray (LFS) functionalized TiO$_2$ nanoparticle coated paperboard with controlled wettability from superhydrophobic to highly hydrophilic state. Surface wettability has an effect on printability with water-based conductive inks such as poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene): poly(styrenesulfonate) (PEDOT:PSS). Paper II focuses on aspects related to the surface conductive paper electronics typically fabricated on coated paper grades (Denneulin et al. 2008, Bollström et al. 2009, Trnovek et al. 2009, Amin et al. 2012), and the effect of both cationic and anionic polyelectrolytes on conductivity of PEDOT:PSS. Such polyelectrolytes are typically used during the papermaking and are thus present on the surface of natural fibre-based substrates. Paper III investigates the interaction between spin-coated and drop cast nanofibrillar (NFC) thin films mixed with glycerol and conductivity of subsequent PEDOT:PSS application. Finally, in Paper IV a permanent planar fluidic channel was demonstrated on the LFS TiO$_2$ nanoparticle coated paperboard. The reversible wettability transition can be made permanent by a first stage wetting, i.e. the UV irradiated channel area is exposed to water that will partially remove the deposited TiO$_2$ nanoparticles, and a permanent channel is formed.
Natural fibre-based substrates have potential in many applications outside the conventional graphic arts industry promoting sustainable transformation from fossil fuel-based plastic substrates to renewable natural fibre-based platforms for printed electronics, photonics, and intelligence applications in the future.
Chapter 2

Background

Cellulose is the most abundant natural biopolymer on Earth with annual production up to $1.8 \times 10^{12}$ tons (Eveleigh 1987). Traditionally, cellulose fibres have been used in different paper products, from newspapers, magazines, and packaging applications to paperboard boxes and wrapping papers. However, with the growth of the electronic and social media, consumption of traditional paper grades has decreased in the developed countries. Hence, functional applications with added value on paper-based substrates have raised interest as they potentially provide both economically and ecologically sustainable alternatives for fossil fuel-based plastic substrates.

2.1 Functional printing and functional paper products

Flexographic printing has traditionally been utilized in the packaging industry for a wide range of flexible and non-flexible substrates with high throughput (Kuusipalo 2008). For printed electronics applications, printing can be used to scale up from laboratory scale batch processes to mass printing volumes. The advantage of printing compared to coating methods is the possibility for patterning (Tobjörk et al. 2008). The added complexity defined by the device structures in electronics typically involves multilayer structures only achievable through several successive printing or coating steps or a combination of these. The lack of orthogonal solvents, i.e. solvents not dissolving the previously printed layer, can limit the number of successive print layers. Current hybrid printers commonly combine state-of-the-art roll-to-roll (R2R) demonstrators utilizing a slot die coater, and gravure, inkjet, or flexographic printing units.

Common techniques used in printed electronics comprise screen, inkjet, and flexographic printing (Tobjörk & Österbacka 2011). They are typically used for conductive patterns and circuits on various substrates ranging from rigid (glass, silicon) to flexible (plastic, paper, nanocellulose films) alternatives. R2R processes provide a route for cost-effective manufacturing of organic electronic devices, i.e. an all-in-line printing process allows a significant unit cost reduction of the printed devices (Berggren et al. 2007).

Printed and coated functionality on natural fibre-based substrates covers various approaches from electronics and energy applications to diagnostic

2.2 Paper electronics and conductivity

Paper-based electronics is typically based on either bulk or surface conductivity. In bulk conductivity, the entire paper is functionalized to become an electrically conductive integral device component. This can be achieved, for example, by immersing or coating an uncoated paper with conductive polymers, or by in-situ polymerization in the paper (Björklund & Lundström 1984, Huang et al. 2006, Qian et al. 2006, Montibon et al. 2010). Bulk conductivity can also be achieved directly from wood pulp fibres that are coated by a multi-sequenced, layer-by-layer method with conductive polymers or particles (Agarwal et al. 2006, Zheng et al. 2006, Wistrand et al. 2007, Peng et al. 2008). Alternatively, adding silver plated carbon fibres or mixing of metalized polyester fibres provides alternative routes for conductive paper production (Shinagawa et al. 1999, Jang & Ryu 2006).

In the surface conductivity category, besides printing simple conductive non-patterned or patterned areas on paper (Mäkelä et al. 2003, Tobjörk & Österbacka 2011), an increasing number of devices and concepts have been demonstrated, such as an all-organic active matrix display (Andersson et al. 2003), a passive ultra-high radio frequency identification tag module embedded in a paper-on-paper structure (Yang et al. 2007), moisture and temperature sensors (Unander & Nilsson 2009, Courbat et al. 2011), an ethanol sensor (Arena et al. 2010), and a piezoresistive microelectromechanical force sensor (Liu et al. 2011).

Functional materials on a paper substrate can be designated for a singular purpose. However, the functional materials placed on the paper surface cover a wide range from simple single layer conductive coatings or patterns to complex stacked structures with each layer fulfilling a specific purpose (Cui 2016). Simple electronics incorporate structures that fall into the following categories according to their electrical properties: conductor, semiconductor,
insulator, or dielectric (Bao 2000). On the paper surface, specific electrical characteristics of single stacked layers are achieved by sequential printing or coating steps using either organic or inorganic functional materials. In terms of conductivity, inorganic materials provide a higher conductivity but with limited flexibility (He et al. 2015). Typical printable inorganic materials on paper are metals such as silver, copper, gold, and aluminium (Perelaer et al. 2010). Carbon allotropes typically employed in printed organic electronics range from small molecule fullerenes and carbon nanotubes (CNT’s) to large molecule graphite minerals (crystalline carbon and semi-metal) and graphene with plenty of customization options that can vary from being semi-conductive to conductive (Jariwala et al. 2013). The used particle size of metal inks depends on the printing method, ranging from micron-sized flakes in the more viscous flexographic and screen printing inks mainly for thick ink layers (0.8-100 μm) and low resolution (20-100 μm) to nanoparticles in low-viscous inkjet inks for thin ink layers (0.3-20 μm) and fine resolution (20-50 μm) (Nelo 2016). Large particle size metal inks are more suitable for rougher substrate surfaces while being less sensitive to surface-related imperfections and defects. Until recently, metal nanoparticle inks required a high temperature sintering for printed structures to become conductive (Magdassi 2009). The sintering step has two functions: to remove the organic protective layers covering the nanoparticles to prevent aggregation in the ink dispersion, and to initiate necking, i.e. allowing the discrete metal nanoparticles melt partially forming a continuous film or matrix network, for better conductivity. This created new problems, as the substrate needs to withstand high sintering temperatures (Laakso et al. 2009). The sintered metal structure placed on top of a stacked electronic structure can also cut through the underlying organic layers. Alternative strategies have been applied to solve this issue that approached the problem from two different directions: by developing more selective sintering methods, e.g. scanned laser irradiation, absorption of microwave radiation, low pressure argon plasma, UV radiation, photonic flash sintering (UVA to NIR), high temperature plasma, or electrical current sintering that results in less harm to the surrounding materials (Cui 2016). Alternatively, more sophisticated metal inks have been developed that become conductive at much lower temperatures (Cui 2016). In the former approach, sintering takes place locally and for a limited period of time, being suitable for most substrate types and allowing the use of nanoparticle inks with otherwise limited sintering properties. However, this approach may require very specific and often expensive sintering units (Cui 2016) contrary to the conventional thermal curing sources. Hence, low-
temperature sintering inks have gained more interest since the pioneering work by Mitsubishi (Yoshiki et al. 2007). These inks are typically based on metal-salt formulations (Perelaer & Schubert 2013) that become conductive by chemical metallization at the substrate surface. The activating substance can be added simultaneously during printing or it can be added directly in the specialty paper substrate coating.

Organic functional materials are preferred, as they enable a liquid phase processing and material flexibility similar to the conventional printing inks (Sekine et al. 2014). Thus, they fill all the requirements for a roll-to-roll, high volume processing. Ecological as well as health hazard considerations to minimize the evaporation of organic solvents into the environment have triggered a transition from solvent-based inks towards water-based inks (Izdebska & Thomas 2016). On plastic substrate, high surface tension of water may cause wetting problems at ink setting and lowered adhesion of dried ink. Paper, however, provides a substrate platform with fully adjustable surface energy. Under clean room conditions, dust residues originating from the paper substrate may act as a source of operational hazard in printed electronics. The absence of organic solvent vapours could turn paper into the optimal substrate for printing at ambient conditions.

Polyaniline (PANI), polythiophenes, and polypyrroles are typical conductive polymer groups (Wang et al. 1990). Among the polythiophenes, poly(3,4-ethylene-dioxythiophene) polystyrene sulfonate or PEDOT:PSS has so far reached the most widespread popularity: partly due to its non-solvent-based and user-friendly handling, and partly due to the numerous options for fine tuning the polymer complex to meet either conductor/semiconductor material specifications or more specific printing method requirements.

Thiophene polymers designed especially for semiconductor use are poly(3-hexylthiophene-2,5-diyl) regioregular (P3HT) (Padinger et al. 2003, Li et al. 2005), poly(3,3”’-didodecylquaterthiophene) (PQT-12) (Arias et al. 2004), and poly(2,5-bis(3-tetradecylthiophen-2-yl)thieno[3,2-b]thiophene (pBTTT-C14) (McCulloch et al. 2006). From a high performance and stability point of view, a good quality semiconductor/dielectric interface is essential in printed electronics. Organic dielectrics dissolve more easily in solvents and solutions than their inorganic counterparts, resulting in a better overall print quality. Commonly used printed electronics organic insulators and dielectric materials comprise polymers such as polystyrene, polyvinyl alcohol, polyimide, polyethylene terephthalate, and poly (4-vinylphenol) (Søndergaard et al. 2013, Khan et al. S 2015). Printed electronic components that use insulator and
dielectric parts include transistors, capacitors, and protecting conductive layers and wiring from short circuits. Solution-processed printability makes these organic dielectrics also suitable for final encapsulation material of the printed devices. Beside basic categorization based on the degree of electrical conductivity, some materials can also provide luminescence and electrochromic or selective gas or liquid phase sensing properties (Tekin et al. 2005, Möller et al. 2010, Mattana & Briand 2016).

Surface roughness and porosity of paper are very different compared to plastic film or glass substrates. For printed electronics, these characteristics of the paper substrate play an important role, for example, for electrical conductivity of printed or coated conductive layers. In general, a higher surface roughness in the short length scale (0.4-1.2 μm) will decrease the conductivity (Ihalainen et al. 2012). Lamination of a plastic film on the paper surface can be used to avoid the problems with porosity or surface roughness. However, a more sustainable solution is to use only cellulose-based structures, and therefore, much effort has been dedicated to finding suitable coating concepts for paper in printed electronics.

Conductivity of a printed pattern depends on both surface and the ink properties. In general, thick and high viscous inks are less sensitive to paper surface characteristics as they form thicker and coarser patterns at the substrate. The downside of such inks is that very fine printed structures are difficult to achieve. The consumption of the conductive material is also high. The amount of resins and thickeners in the ink composition is considerable, thus making it difficult to remove. Alternatively, low-viscosity inks produce thinner and finer conductive patterns. These inks are heavily absorbed by the paper substrate that results in a weaker conductivity unless the paper properties are selected carefully.

In addition, low-viscosity inks can cause a “viscous fingering” phenomenon, as discussed in Paper I, in combination with contact printing methods like flexography or rotogravure. Viscous fingering takes place due to hydrodynamic instability in the printing nip. This occurs in the ink transfer with a lubricating ink flow that causes unbalance between the elasticity of flexographic printing plate and the viscosity of the ink (Sauer et al. 2015).

2.3 PEDOT:PSS

Poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene):poly(styrenesulfonate) (PEDOT:PSS) is a solution-processable and water soluble conductive polymer that offers
Figure 2.1 The polymer complex comprising PEDOT (top) and PSS (bottom).

flexibility, high transparency, high thermal stability, low production cost, and compatibility with aqueous solution-based deposition techniques. PEDOT:PSS comprises a conductive PEDOT with a PSS, as presented in Fig. 2.1. The highly conductive, hydrophobic cationic PEDOT polymer groups are adsorbed on anionic PSS polyelectrolyte chains. In the formed secondary structure, isolated PEDOT and PSS components are present, as shown in Fig. 2.2. PSS is a strong polyelectrolyte, i.e., it is fully charged in solution and dissociates well in water. Mixing the secondary structure with water induces formation of colloidal particles (tertiary structure) consisting up to 90–95% of water with hydrophobic PEDOT groups being pushed into the centre of the particle surrounded by water and anionic PSS. These colloidal particles are the building blocks of conductive PEDOT:PSS films and coatings (quaternary structure) (Mochizuki et al. 2012). The two component polymer complex structure of PEDOT:PSS can be mixed in various proportions ranging from 1:2.5 (pH 1.5-2.5) up to 1:20 (pH 7.0). This proportion controls the distance between the PEDOT:PSS clusters along the PSS chain. A larger PEDOT particle distance along the PSS-chain results in weaker conductivity. The PSS may also be produced with a shorter chain length that is suitable for inkjet printing.
The semi-transparent character of PEDOT:PSS coatings makes them suitable for optical and photonic applications. PEDOT alone found applications in capacitor production a few years earlier, but considerable difficulties with the solubility and processability prevented PEDOT from gaining a wide acceptance despite several attempts to modify the polymer structure into a more accessible form. However, PEDOT:PSS was originally developed to meet the needs of the photographic industry (Jonas & Krafft 1990). By the end of the 1980’s, a few photographic film manufacturers had incorporated semi-transparent antistatic coatings into their photographic film material to prevent dust collection due to electrostatic attraction caused by the friction. The photographic film manufacturer Agfa Gevaert, at the time a subsidiary of Bayer AG (a provider of PEDOT), had been applying Na⁺-PSS top coatings on its film products (Elschner et al. 2010). The idea of bringing the oppositely charged PEDOT and PSS together helped to solve the key issues, the most important of which was solubility and processability-related problems tied with PEDOT alone as well as to improve humidity tolerance and
electrical stability. Later, with the decrease of photographic film demand, PEDOT:PSS use has shifted towards photovoltaic, LED, and touchscreen applications (Perepichka & Perepichka 2009, Elschner et al. 2010).

The functionality of field effect transistors, organic photovoltaics, and LEDs is based on charge transport. In general, an insulator becomes a semiconductor when free charge carriers are generated by doping, optical excitation, or injection from electrodes. Electron mobility describes the ability of electrons to travel through metals or semiconductors. Random motion of electrons becomes directional and accelerated under the influence of an applied electric field. Analogously, hole mobility describes how holes travel in semiconductors. Charge carrier mobility (μ) combines both electron and hole mobilities in semiconductors. Hence, conductivity (σ) is a product of the elemental charge (e), charge carrier mobility (μ), and the density of charge carriers for both electrons (n) and holes (p). In semiconductors, both charge carrier species are present (Elschner et al. 2010):

\[ \sigma = en\mu_e + ep\mu_h. \]  (2.1)

Dispersed PEDOT:PSS consists of both reduced (PEDOT⁰) and oxidized (PEDOT⁺) species (Andersson et al. 2002). Injected free electrons recombine at the oxidized PEDOT⁺ site that reduces their contribution of the electron transport to the current. Thus, the charge transport is defined by the holes alone.

During a redox reaction (Eq. 2.2)

\[ \text{PEDOT⁰} + H^+\text{PSS}^- \rightleftharpoons \text{PEDOT⁺PSS}^- + H^+ + e^-, \]  (red.) (ox.) (2.2)

the PEDOT configuration will change from a chain coil structure (benzoid) of PEDOT⁰ to a linear or extended structure (quinoid) PEDOT⁺ (Logothetidis 2014). This will generate a charge transition from hole polarons to bipolarons. The hole polarons are positive charge carriers at the benzoid monomers, while the bipolarons are made of two positive charge carriers located along the oxidized quinoid chains (Ouyang et al. 2004). The bipolaron charge carriers are free to move along the oxidized PEDOT⁺ and simultaneously are balanced by the counter anion in PSS⁻. PSS functions as a dispersing agent to the hydrophobic PEDOT, but the PSS has also a second function: it provides (primary) dopant ions to compensate the charges of the doped PEDOT cations.
The more oxidized the PEDOT$^+$ becomes, the more positive hole polarons are generated for charge transport and, thus, higher conductivity is observed. Reversibly, addition of protons and electrons will reduce PEDOT and thus reduce the number of hole polarons that make PEDOT:PSS less conductive.

There is also a strong correlation between the conductivity and the opacity of the PEDOT:PSS film, i.e. transparency is reduced as the conductivity increases. Opaqueness is commonly a problem, but relatively high transparency has been demonstrated with high conductivity (Kim et al. 2011, Vosgueritchian et al. 2012) for replacing brittle and expensive indium tin oxide (ITO) films for photovoltaic applications. Recently, a solar cell (Hu et al. 2013) and an OLED device (Zhu et al. 2013) were created using a spin-coated conductive PEDOT:PSS on NFC substrate. Additionally, PEDOT:PSS has been used with carbon nanotubes (CNTs) in a layer-by-layer coating of wood microfibers for paper-based batteries (Aliahmad et al. 2013) and capacitors (Agarwal et al. 2009).

The conductivity of PEDOT:PSS can be improved by an acid treatment (Howden et al. 2013, McCarthy et al. 2014) or by additives such as polyalcohols, e.g. glycerol (Ouyang et al. 2005), solvent (Yan et al. 2011), or polyelectrolytes (Valtakari et al. 2015). In papermaking, polyelectrolytes are...
traditionally employed as retention aids in the wet-end of the manufacturing process, and as dispersing agents in paper coatings (Alén 2007). The mineral pigment paper coatings are typically covered by a monolayer of polyelectrolytes (Koivula et al. 2011). It is essential from the paper electronics design point of view to understand the potential interactions between the paper chemicals and the functional materials used.

2.4 Nanocellulose

Nanostructured cellulose-based materials have attracted large interest within the past two decades due to their unique properties. There are several different forms, ranging from micro- or nanofibrillated cellulose (MFC/NFC) and nanocrystalline cellulose (NCC or CNC) to bacterial nanocellulose categorized according to their structure, fibre size, or production method: for an excellent review, see Dufresne (2013).

Nanofibrillar cellulose (NFC) can be utilized in various end-use products ranging from thin films, coatings, and composites to aerogels and hydrogels. NFC has fibrils with a high aspect ratio of several hundred: the fibrils are typically 5 to 20 nm in diameter while being several micrometres in length. This and the large specific surface area lead to the high strength of NFC films and coatings (Kumar et al. 2014). Recently, NFC-based conductive films and composites for electronics applications have been studied (Salas et al. 2014). NFC films have good thermal (Zhu et al. 2013, Xue et al. 2015) and barrier properties (Fukuzumi et al. 2009) with high chemical stability (Zheng et al. 2013), tuneable optical properties (Hu et al. 2013), high toughness (Salajkova et al. 2013), and low surface roughness (Torvinen et al. 2012). Therefore, NFC films can potentially be used as a substrate for flexible and transparent electronic devices for cost-effective manufacturing in a roll-to-roll process flow. Being semi-transparent, light, and strong with low oxygen permeability, NFC has significant potential as a biodegradable substitute for plastic and glass.

2.5 Liquid flame spray (LFS) nanoparticle deposition

Liquid flame spray (LFS) is a cost-effective way to deposit various metal and metal oxide nanoparticles on a large area via roll-to-roll process flow at atmospheric conditions. In LFS nanoparticle deposition, as shown in Fig. 2.4, an organometallic liquid precursor, typically dissolved in isopropyl alcohol (IPA), is fed into a high-velocity and high-temperature $\text{H}_2$-$\text{O}_2$ flame in which
the precursor evaporates, reacts, nucleates, and forms solid nanoparticles. The formed nanoparticles can be collected on various substrates from glass and steel to paper and plastic films (Mäkelä et al. 2006). The flame deposition can be combined into a R2R process flow with web speeds exceeding 150 m/min that allows several square meters of nanoparticle coated surfaces to be manufactured in a minute with a single burner nozzle. This is beneficial for highly efficient paper production, where line speeds typically vary from 300 to 2000 m/min. In contrast, throughput of photovoltaic devices demonstrated in papers (Barr et al. 2011, Hübler et al. 2011) is very limited due to very slow coating in the production process. The oxidative chemical vapour deposition (oCVD) utilized by Karen Gleeson’s group (Barr et al. 2011) provided a perfect contour coating of PV cells with no electric shorts on rough paper including a tissue paper, but at the expense of a slow batch process. An all-printed PV process by Hübler et al. (2011) had a 12-hour delay between different prints and thus did not allow a continuous process flow.

**Figure 2.4 A schematic of the LFS process used for TiO$_2$ nanoparticle deposition on paperboard. (Paper IV)**

The LFS process results in a relatively narrow size distribution of nanoparticles with a controllable nanoparticle diameter from 2 to 200 nm. The sizes of the nanoparticles can be controlled simply by changing the deposition parameters, i.e. the relative gas flow, the precursor feed rate and concentration, and the distance of the nozzle from the deposited surface (Mäkelä et al. 2004). LFS has found applications in glass colouring (Gross et al. 1999), catalytic applications (Keskinen et al. 2006), and antibacterial surfaces (Gunawan et al. 2009).
The LFS coating technique is expected to provide a cost-effective large-area roll-to-roll production of nanoparticle coated surfaces that can find applications, for example, in POC diagnostics, surface-enhanced Raman sensing (Saarinen et al. 2014, Saarinen et al. 2017) or solar cell applications.

2.6 Surface wetting

2.6.1 Wetting of surfaces

The liquid drop is wetting the surface if it spreads across the surface and makes a good contact with the solid surface. The axisymmetric drop shape formed on the solid surface is defined by two key parameters: the surface tension of the liquid and its contact angle (CA). CA is the angle formed at the solid-liquid-vapour along the three-phase contact line once the liquid drop has reached its equilibrium with the surrounding vapour phase, as depicted in Fig. 2.5.

![Figure 2.5 A sessile drop on a solid surface.](image)

The equilibrium of a drop deposited onto a surface is described by the classical Young’s equation (Young 1805, Ullman 1995, van Oss 2006)

\[
\gamma_{lv} \cos \theta = \gamma_{sv} - \gamma_{sl},
\]

where \(\gamma_{lv}\), \(\gamma_{sv}\), \(\gamma_{sl}\), and \(\theta\) are the liquid-vapour, solid-vapour, and solid-liquid interfacial tensions and the CA. Of the four parameters, \(\gamma_{lv}\) and \(\theta\) can be measured easily, which increases the usability of Young’s equation. The surface wetting and the drop contact with the solid surface are increased with lowered contact angle, and vice versa. Solid surfaces with water contact angle (WCA) values smaller than 90° are categorized as hydrophilic surfaces, and for values greater than 90° as hydrophobic surfaces. Addition of wetting agents or
surfactants to water will lower the surface tension. Thus, the WCA in contact with a hydrophilic surface will decrease, resulting in improved wetting. The other two parameters in Young’s equation, $\gamma_{sv}$ and $\gamma_{sl}$, are used to describe the behaviour and properties of paints, adhesives, detergents, and lubricants.

Young’s equation assumes that the sessile drop stays in contact with an ideally smooth, homogeneous, isotropic, and non-deformable surface. Unfortunately, the real-world surfaces clearly deviate from these assumptions. For rough surfaces, this issue was addressed by the introduction of a roughness ratio factor $r$ by Wenzel already in 1936 (Wenzel 1936). A rough surface area covers more space due to surface variations providing a higher surface area compared to an ideally smooth surface that is represented by a geometric surface area. The roughness value $r$ is the ratio of these two areas as follows:

$$r = \frac{\text{actual surface area}}{\text{geometric surface area}}. \quad (2.4)$$

The interfacial tensions $\gamma_{sv}$ and $\gamma_{sl}$ that refer to the geometric area in Young’s equation are redirected to the actual surface area in the Wenzel equation

$$\gamma_{lv} \cos \theta_W = r(\gamma_{sv} - \gamma_{sl}), \quad (2.5)$$

where $\theta_W$ designates the Wenzel CA. For heterogeneous surfaces, the Cassie CA $\theta_C$ applies (Cassie & Baxter 1944). Therefore, the Cassie equation for a two-component composite with two different interfacial tension domains is given by

$$\cos \theta_C = a_1 \cos \theta_1 + a_2 \cos \theta_2, \quad (2.6)$$

$$a_1 + a_2 = 1, \quad (2.7)$$

where $\theta_1$ and $\theta_2$ are the intrinsic CAs on the fractional surface areas, $a_1$ respectively $a_2$. Originally, the Cassie equation was developed for porous systems with one component representing a solid and the second one being air, i.e. $\theta_2 = 180^\circ$ and $\cos \theta_2 = -1$. For a small solid fractional surface area, $a_1$, with effective CA, $\theta_1$, the Cassie equation then becomes

$$\cos \theta_C = a_1 \cos \theta_1 + (1 - a_1)(-1)$$

$$= a_1 \cos \theta_1 + (a_1 - 1) \quad (2.8)$$

$$= a_1 (\cos \theta_1 + 1) - 1.$$
This results in a very large $\theta_C$ that is caused by the water-repelling quality of the air/solid composite structure. The main principle of superhydrophobic surfaces, such as the LFS TiO$_2$ nanoparticle coated paperboard used in this work in Papers I and IV, is based around the principles of Eq. 2.8. Wenzel (Eq. 2.5) and Cassie (Eq. 2.6) equations apply to a sufficiently large drop size in proportion to the roughness scale of the surface.

2.6.2 Controlled wetting

The ability to control wetting is essential in various applications, from printing and coating to painting and laminating. This can be achieved through several nanoscale surface modification methods, such as plasma treatment and vapour deposition methods. In plasma surface treatment, activated plasma species initiate chemical and physical reactions at the substrate surface (Biederman 2004). Plasma is a result of applied energy into gas that dissociates gas atoms and molecules into charged species including electrons, ions, molecules, and radicals (Tendero et al. 2006). The used plasma process parameters depend on the gas type, energy source, and ionization mechanism (Friedman 2008, Cernakova et al. 2006). With oxygen gas, the charged oxygen plasma species at the substrate surface significantly increase the polar component of the surface energy converting the substrate surface into a more hydrophilic state. The corona discharge method forms a special subcategory of plasma surface treatments at ambient conditions in which a high voltage plasma is generated in the proximity of a pair of large surface area metal electrodes. When the planar substrate is fed in between the electrodes in an electrical discharge gap, the oxygen of air dissociates into charged oxygen species. Corona discharge is a popular surface modification method widely employed in the paper converting industry for improved coatability (Bollström et al. 2012), printability (Pykönen et al. 2008), and adhesion between polymer and paper substrates (Vähä-Nissi et al. 1997).

Evaporation-based surface modification methods typically exhibit initiated film growth by nucleation followed by grain growth that eventually coalesce into a continuous film with a 5-10 nm thickness (Green 1994, Dana et al. 1992). Chemical vapour deposition (CVD), physical vapour deposition (PVD), atomic layer deposition (ALD), and liquid flame spray (LFS) deposition methods fall into this category.

ALD can be divided into sequenced self-saturating deposition cycles. This results in a continuous layer-by-layer film growth with a single layer at a time.
(Ritala & Leskelä 2001), and such an approach can provide unique film properties. CVD and PVD films typically exhibit compressive stress with pinholes associated with non-ideal grain boundaries that make these films unsuitable for passivation and encapsulation applications with film thickness less than 500 nm. ALD, however, can produce films without nucleation-related discontinuities that result in a pinhole-free and stress-free film structure suitable for very thin encapsulation films (Sneh et al. 2002).

In LFS nanoparticle deposition, controlled wettability of a paperboard can be achieved using TiO$_2$ nanoparticles (Mäkelä et al. 2011) that can be controlled via ultraviolet A (UVA) radiation and a heat treatment (Teisala et al. 2013, Stepien et al. 2011). TiO$_2$ is a semiconductor that allows controlled wettability via photocatalytic activation. The band gap energy of TiO$_2$ anatase crystalline form is 3.2 eV (Schneider et al. 2014) that corresponds to 387 nm, i.e. photons with shorter wavelength than this value can lift electrons from the valence band into the conduction band. In nanostructured media, both holes in the valence band and the added electrons in the conduction band can easily diffuse onto the surface leading to its high reactivity.

Well-known photocatalytic properties of TiO$_2$ (Fujishima et al. 2000, Caputo et al. 2008) can be used to convert the TiO$_2$ nanoparticle coated paperboard surface from superhydrophobic to a highly hydrophilic one under ultraviolet (UVA) light. A similar photocatalytically induced wettability conversion from superhydrophobicity (WCA > 150°) to high hydrophilicity (WCA < 20°) has been observed on TiO$_2$ nanoparticle coated paperboard surfaces (Stepien et al. 2011, Stepien et al. 2013). Exposure to a UV source triggers a photocatalytic wettability conversion from hydrophobic to hydrophilic, whereas a thermal treatment has a reverse effect restoring the wettability back to the initial superhydrophobic state.

Using a photomask with UVA light, various patterns with differing and controlled wettability can be formed on TiO$_2$ nanoparticle coated paperboard surface. The observed changes in the wettability correlate well with the changes in the surface chemistry, as verified by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) (Stepien et al. 2012) and time-of-flight secondary ion mass spectrometry (ToF-SIMS) (Stepien et al. 2013) studies. Nevertheless, the induced wettability conversion is reversible: the surface recovers the initial hydrophobicity level at ambient conditions in dark during storage. The recovery of the hydrophobicity can be enhanced by external heat. This recovery of the wettability is a problem especially for fabrication of microfluidic POC devices, since it limits the product’s shelf life.
Chapter 3

Materials and Methods

3.1 Substrates

3.1.1 Multilayer coated paper (MLCP)

PEDOT:PSS was printed using flexography on multilayer pigment coated specialty paper developed at Åbo Akademi University for printed functionality applications (Bollström et al. 2009). The multilayer coated paper (MLCP) consists of a double-coated base paper (commercial fine paper Lumipress 115, StoraEnso, FI) on which a 10 g/m² barrier layer mixture of platy kaolin (Barrisurf HX, Imerys Minerals Ltd, UK) blended with 50 pph ethylene acrylic latex (Aquaseal 2077, Paramelt B.V., NL) is coated to prevent ink penetration. Printability of functional inks is adjusted by a 5 g/m² topcoating layer consisting of a blend of 70 pph fine platy kaolin (Barrisurf FX, Imerys Minerals Ltd., UK) and 30 pph fine blocky kaolin (Alphatex, Imerys Minerals Ltd., UK) with 6 pph SB latex binder (Basonal 2020.5, Basf, DE). The paper is calendared three times in a softnip calender with a line load of 120 kN/m and a temperature of 70 °C to achieve final smoothness comparable to a Mylar A plastic film. More details about the manufacturing of the MLCP substrate can be found in Bollström et al. (2009).

3.1.2 Paperboard coated with TiO₂ nanoparticles

TiO₂ nanoparticles were deposited on paperboard with a liquid flame spray (LFS) coating method in a R2R process (Mäkelä et al. 2011). In this process, the paperboard passes at a high speed under a high temperature flame in which an organometallic liquid precursor evaporates, reacts, nucleates, and forms solid nanoparticles. The formed nanoparticles are collected on the moving paperboard surface. A double pigment coated paperboard (200 g/m², Stora Enso, Skoghall, SE) was coated using the converting pilot line at Tampere University of Technology (Tampere, Finland) with a web speed of 30 m/min. Liquid titanium(III)isopropoxide (TTIP) dissolved in isopropanol with a metal ion concentration of 11.9 mg/ml was fed with a 29.5 ml/min feeding rate into the nozzle whose distance from the moving web was set to 15 cm. This resulted in a 12.7 mg/m² deposition mass of nanoparticles, and the average nanoparticle
diameters ranged from 40 to 80 nm with surface coverage of ca. 415 TiO$_2$ nanoparticles per μm$^2$ (Stepien et al. 2011). Such substrate was used in **Paper I** to study the printing of PEDOT:PSS conductive layers on TiO$_2$ coated paperboard as such and also via photocatalytically activated wettability conversion. Additionally, a two-stage successive wetting characteristic of the TiO$_2$ nanoparticle coated paperboard was studied in **Paper IV** that resulted in a formation of permanent planar fluidic channels.

### 3.1.3 Nanofibrillated cellulose (NFC)

The NFC suspension was prepared from bleached birch Kraft pulp using 2,2,6,6-tetramethylpiperidine-1-oxyl (TEMPO)-mediated oxidation followed by mechanical disintegration, as reported by Liu et al. (2014). Ten grams of the pulp fibres were dispersed in 600 mL deionized (DI) water (Millipore 18.2 Ω). The TEMPO (0.1 mmol/g fibre) and NaBr (1.0 mmol/g fibre) were dissolved in 300 mL DI water and then mixed with the pulp slurry. The concentration and the pH of the pulp were adjusted to 0.1% and 10.0, respectively. The oxidation was started by adding the NaClO (10 mmol/g fibre) solution dropwise. All NaClO solution was added in 8 h. During the reaction, the pH of the reaction mixture was kept at 10.5 by adding 0.5 M NaOH. After 24.0h reaction, the mixture was precipitated in ethanol and purified three times by washing with DI water and centrifugation at 3500 rpm for 10 min. The oxidized fibres were diluted to a concentration of 0.5% and mechanically fibrillated with a domestic blender (OBH Nordica 6658, Denmark) for 5 min. The carboxylate content (1.79 ± 0.11 mmol/g) of the resulting NFC was determined by conductometric titration (Liu et al. 2014). All chemicals (Sigma Aldrich, St. Louis, USA) were used without further purification.

The NFC and glycerol (≥99.0%, Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, USA) solutions (NFC-G) were prepared by weighing and diluting to given strengths using DI water and small 1.5 mL microcentrifuge tubes. All NFC-G coatings were well mixed and applied fresh on the surface immediately after the mixture preparation.

### 3.1.4 Plastic film

A commercial poly(ethylene terephthalate) (PET) film is a low-cost, semi-transparent, and flexible, roll-to-roll compatible film. PET (Mylar *A, Dupont Teijin Films) was used as a reference plastic film in **Paper I** in which
flexographic PEDOT:PSS prints on multilayer coated paper, paperboard, and TiO₂ nanoparticle coated paperboard were compared.

3.1.5 Glass

Cut and cleaned microscope glass slides (Menzel Gläser/Thermo Scientific by Gerhard Menzel GmbH, DE) made of extra-white soda-lime glass with very low iron content (0.03% Fe₂O₃) were used in Papers II and III. Glass substrate eliminates additional variables and complexity induced by rough and porous coated paper substrates, i.e. the wide variability of coating pigment particle mixtures with varying absorption, porosity, and surface roughness characteristics.

3.2 Inks and coatings

3.2.1 PEDOT:PSS

Two different types of commercially available PEDOT:PSS were used in this work: in Paper I, a standard, homogenized Clevios PH500 (Heraeus GmbH, Leverkusen, DE) for printing, and in Papers II and III, a more viscous Clevios P HC V4 (Heraeus GmbH, Leverkusen, DE) for spin-coating.

3.2.2 Polyelectrolytes

The interaction between the conductive polymer PEDOT:PSS and anionic sodium polyacrylate (PA, molecular weight < 10 kDa, Polysalz S, BASF, DE) or cationic (poly-DADMAC, molecular weight > 80 kDa) was studied in Paper II. Both polyelectrolytes were coated on clean glass slides by spin-coating.

3.2.3 Silver

Silver conductive paint (Electrolube, Derbyshire, UK) was used in conductivity measurements of the PEDOT:PSS in Papers I, II, and III. The sheet resistance was measured over two parallel hand-painted highly conductive silver paint contacts with inner borders 10 mm apart from each other.
3.3 Sample Preparation Techniques and Procedures

3.3.1 Flexography

Figure 3.1 A laboratory scale flexography IGT GST 2 printability tester.

Flexography is a traditional contact printing method that has achieved a widespread popularity especially in the packaging industry. In flexography, the ink is spread over an anilox cylinder, i.e. a metal or a ceramic cylinder having engraved, uniformly distributed cells. The anilox cylinder dispenses the ink evenly onto an impression roller that will transfer the designed pattern onto the substrate surface. In graphic printing, the print pattern is a raster image made of discrete dots. A wide range of anilox cylinders exist with mechanically or laser engraved cells in different sizes and/or shapes (Kipphan 2001). Cells with larger volumes provide a larger transfer volume capability and a lower resolution. Flexography inks are thicker and more viscous than inkjet inks but thinner than tackier off-set and silkscreen inks. The viscosity of flexographic inks is typically in the range of 300 ± 200 mPas. Excess pressure between the impression cylinder and the printed surface results in compression of the ink and loss of definition in the print pattern edges, known as a halo-effect. The pressure between the anilox cylinder and the printing plate as well as the pressure between the printing plate and the substrate was set to 50 N. In Paper I, flexographic printing of PEDOT:PSS was performed on various substrates using a IGT Global Standard Tester 2 (IGT Testing Systems, Amsterdam, NL)
with an anilox cylinder with a volume of 20 ml/m$^2$ and 40 lines/cm, as shown in Fig. 3.1.

3.3.2 Spin coating

Spin-coating is a conventional method for applying thin films on small flat and rigid substrates. The process can be described in three main steps: i) deposition of a small amount of solution onto the substrate face, ii) a spinning step (speeds ranging from 1 000 to 8 000 rpm), and iii) the drying step. In the spinning step, centripetal forces will leave a thin film on the substrate surface forcing the excessive liquid off the edge. The resulting film thickness is mainly determined by the viscosity of the solution, the spinning rate, and the drying rate. Along the static dispense method described above, a dynamic dispense method can also be applied to solutions or substrates having a poor wettability. In the dynamic dispense method, the initial spinning rate is kept at low levels (approximately at 500 rpm) for a few seconds to retain as much solution at the substrate surface as possible. This is followed by a high-speed spinning step that will thin out the film to its final thickness. Spin-coating is suitable for fast and simple prototyping. Furthermore, spin-coating has excellent repeatability for parallel sample preparation and reproducibility within very narrow margins. This is especially important for multilayer construction, where every additional processing step and layer is a potential source of error.

Figure 3.2 The KW-4A spin coating unit.

In this work, the spin-coating was performed using a spin-coater unit (KW 4A, Chemat Technology Inc., USA) shown in Fig. 3.2. In Paper II, the polyelectrolytes were spin-coated onto hand cut 2.5 × 2.5 cm$^2$ glass slides for
60 s at 1050 rpm for PA and 1300 rpm for pDADMAC with the following concentrations: PA at 2.5 wt.%, 5 wt.%, and 10 wt.%, and pDADMAC at 1 wt.%, 2.5 wt.%, 5 wt.%, and 10 wt.%. For the NFC film deposition in Paper III, the glass slide surfaces were first oxygen plasma treated (O$_2^+$, O$_2^-$, O$_3$, O, O$^+$, and O$^-$ species) in the etch mode in a high vacuum sample sputter coater (SCD 050, Bal-Tec AG, Balzers, LI; now Leica Microsystems GmbH., Wetzlar, DE) for 60 s at 20 mA and 0.05 mbar vacuum pressure for 3–15 min prior to spin coating. The plasma treatment lowered the WCA (KSV Cam 2000, Biolin Scientific Inc., Espoo, FI) on the glass surface from 14° to 0°. In Paper III, the glass substrate was oxygen plasma activated before glycerol application to promote adhesion. For applying a conductive PEDOT:PSS layer in Papers II and III, homogenized standard PEDOT:PSS was spin-coated on top of the polyelectrolyte film or NFC films before annealing following the parameters given in Papers II and III.

3.3.3 Drop cast NFC films

In drop casting a substrate surface is covered with a solution and left to dry. The drying rate and the film thickness are controlled by the composition of the solution, dry content, and viscosity. The drop casting technique was used to produce NFC and NFC-G coatings in Paper III.

3.3.4 PEDOT:PSS on polyelectrolyte coated substrate

The effect of cationic pDADMAC and anionic PA polyelectrolytes on PEDOT:PSS conductivity was studied in Paper II. The polyelectrolyte solutions were spin-coated on 2.5 × 2.5 cm$^2$ glass slides for 60 s at 1050 rpm for PA and 1300 rpm for pDADMAC with the following concentrations: PA at 2.5 wt.%, 5 wt.%, and 10 wt.%, and pDADMAC at 1 wt.%, 2.5 wt.%, 5 wt.%, and 10 wt.%. PEDOT:PSS was deposited by spin-coating on top of the polyelectrolyte layers. The PEDOT:PSS spin-coated samples were annealed at 130°C for 15 min and stored overnight at RH 50%. The sheet resistance was measured across two hand-painted silver electrodes 10 mm apart. The print density values were measured using an optical densitometer (Techkon, SpectroDens, DE) from three different locations within the 1.0 × 1.0 cm$^2$ area used for the sheet resistance measurements.
3.3.5 PEDOT:PSS on NFC-G coated substrate

The effect of NFC on PEDOT:PSS conductivity was studied in Paper III. Two different approaches were taken to deposit PEDOT:PSS on NFC-G coatings either by spin-coating or drop cast coating, as presented in Fig. 3.3. Although it is hydrophilic, NFC does not adhere onto glass substrate to form flat, uniform films. Therefore, the cleaned glass substrates $2.5 \times 2.5$ cm$^2$ were oxygen plasma treated to create temporary high hydrophilicity allowing the NFC-G mixture to adhere on the glass surface. A spin-coated glycerol (anchor) layer improved the overall uniformity of the NFC-G coating. The drop cast samples were produced by spreading an additional (drop-cast) NFC-G layer on a pre-coated NFC-G layer and were left to dry for 24h. Finally, all the samples were spin-coated with a PEDOT:PSS layer, annealed at 60-130°C for 20 min, and stored overnight at RH 50% before measurements. The sheet resistance was measured across two hand-painted silver electrodes 10 mm apart.

![Figure 3.3](image)

**Figure 3.3** Two different sample preparation approaches for PEDOT:PSS on NFC-G film.
3.3.6 TiO$_2$ nanoparticle coated paperboard wettability conversion

Photocatalytic wettability conversion was utilized in Papers I and IV. The TiO$_2$ nanoparticle coated paperboard surface was exposed to UV irradiation using a UV light source (Bluepoint 4 Ecocure, Hönle UV Technology, Gräfelfing, DE) with a UVA filter having a 365 nm central wavelength under a passband filter for 320-390 nm. The exposure intensity was constant (50 mW/cm$^2$) with 30 min exposure time. It has been shown earlier (Stepien et al. 2011) that the selected UVA exposure time converts the initially superhydrophobic TiO$_2$ nanoparticle coated surface into a highly hydrophilic one. The observed UVA induced hydrophilicity conversion is not permanent, and the superhydrophobicity recovery can be enhanced by a heat treatment in an oven at 150°C for 3 min (Stepien et al. 2012).

3.3.7 Permanent planar fluidic channel preparation on TiO$_2$ nanoparticle coated paperboard

Permanent planar fluidic channels on TiO$_2$ nanoparticle coated paperboard were developed in Paper IV. To make the UVA illuminated channel structure permanent, the channel area was exposed to water in the first stage wetting, as shown in Fig 3.4. The first stage wetting removes TiO$_2$ nanoparticles from the hydrophilic channel area. Two samples were prepared: with and without the first stage wetting. Both samples were then heat treated in an oven at 150°C for 3 min. Without the first stage wetting the TiO$_2$ nanoparticles remain on the paperboard surface at the illuminated channel area and, thus, convert back to superhydrophobic by the heat treatment. The second stage wetting only occurs in the first stage wetted channel, as shown in Fig. 3.4. Both samples were kept at 24°C and at RH 50% overnight after the heat treatment before the wettability measurements.
Figure 3.4 A schematic of the permanent planar channel preparation using a two-stage wetting process with the UVA illuminated channel structures.

3.4 Sample Characterization Techniques

3.4.1 Sheet resistance

Figure 3.5 Sheet resistance measurement.

Sheet resistance $R_s$ is the ratio of the resistivity to thickness of the material (Jaeger 2002) given by

$$R = \rho \frac{L}{A} = \left(\frac{\rho}{t}\right) \left(\frac{L}{W}\right) = R_s \left(\frac{L}{W}\right),$$

(3.1)
where \( \rho \), \( L \), and \( A \) represent the resistivity, length, and cross-sectional area of the material, respectively. The number of unit squares (\( \square \)) in the material is represented by the ratio \( L/W \) that has no unit. Therefore, sheet resistance is a practical tool for resistance measurements allowing for a comparison of materials with different physical size, as shown in Fig. 3.5. In this work a digital multimeter (Keithley 2100, US) was used for sheet resistance measurements of flexography printed PEDOT:PSS in Paper I, spin-coated PEDOT:PSS on polyelectrolyte layers in Paper II, and spin-coated PEDOT:PSS on spin-coated or drop cast NFC-G layers in Paper III.

3.4.2 Water contact angle (WCA): Sessile drop technique

\[ \text{Figure 3.6 A sessile drop CA measurement setup.} \]

The sessile drop technique is a classical wetting study technique. An optically enlarged profile of a liquid drop deposited onto a solid surface is measured against a uniformly illuminated background, as shown in Fig. 3.6. A contact angle goniometer (KSV CAM 2000, Biolin Scientific Ltd., Espoo, FI) was used in Papers I, III, and IV.

3.4.3 Optical transmission and print density

An ordinary transmission spectrometer is based on the Beer-Lambert law that relates the passing or reflecting light intensity \( I \) to the intensity of the beam \( I_0 \)

\[ I = I_0 \exp(-\alpha d), \quad (3.2) \]

where the absorption coefficient \( \alpha \) is multiplied by the geometrical length \( d \). Transmission \( T \) of a material is the ratio of these beams and is related to the print density \( D \) as follows:
\[ T = \frac{I}{I_0} = \exp(-\alpha d) = 10^{-D}, \quad (3.3) \]

\[ D = -\log_{10}(T) = -\log_{10}(\exp(-\alpha d)). \quad (3.4) \]

PEDOT:PSS printed and coated samples were studied using an optical densitometer in Papers I, II, and III. Optical densitometers are designed to measure the light intensity and colour readings with a spectral scanning head indirectly, i.e. using reflected light from the sample surfaces. A density value of 0.0 refers to a perfect reflector, whereas a density value of 3.0 refers to only 0.01 (1%) reflection. Thus, a printed area with a reflection of 0.1 (10%) yields a print density of 1.0. There are several practical reasons for using print density values instead of ordinary transmission spectroscopy: inks and, in this work, semi-transparent PEDOT:PSS layers correlate well with the relative layer thicknesses. An optical densitometer (SpectroDens, Techkon GmbH., DE) was used to measure ink density for non-transparent samples in Paper I and for semi-transparent substrates in Papers II and III.

3.4.4 Scanning electron microscopy (SEM)

![Figure 3.7 A SEM measurement setup.](image)

The SEM (Fig. 3.7) is a high resolution imaging instrument for vacuum compatible materials that can provide accurate information about the structure and composition of a material. Samples are studied under an ultra-
high vacuum condition. They are also subject to damage caused by the high intensity electron beam while scanning back and forth and interacting with the sample surface. The common signals include inelastically scattered secondary electrons, elastically back-scattered electrons, and X-ray photon emission that originate from the inelastic and elastic interaction of the electron beam with the sample. The detected signals are modulated and A/D-converted to modern display standards providing magnified microscopic images with a large depth of field from the area localized directly under the electron beam. Lateral resolution in the range of 1-50 nm can be achieved in secondary electron mode. Besides structural analysis, the SEM instrument can also be suitable for elemental analysis. However, no chemical bonding information is available. Non-conductive samples must be coated with a conductive film prior to imaging. In this work, samples were imaged for coating thickness and composition analysis. A field-emission SEM with in-lens detector (LEO Gemini 1530, Zeiss Microscopy GmbH., Oberkochen, Germany) located at the Laboratory of Inorganic Chemistry, Åbo Akademi University was used in Papers II, III, and IV.

3.4.5 X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS)

Figure 3.8 An XPS measurement setup.

XPS (Fig. 3.8) was utilized in Paper IV to study the surface chemical changes induced by the first stage wetting of LFS TiO$_2$ nanoparticle coated paperboard. XPS is a tool for highly surface sensitive studies of inorganic and organic surface compositions and electronic structures. The sample is bombarded with
a focused monoenergetic soft X-ray beam that releases photoelectrons from the surface. For a qualitative chemical analysis, all elements excluding hydrogen and helium present at the surface can be detected by the emitted photoelectrons and their respective kinetic energies that reach the detector. For a quantitative analysis, the relative concentrations of the elements are calculated from the detected photoelectron intensities. The probing depth is 2-20 atomic layers or 5-50 Å, depending on the material and the take-off angle, with a 5 to 75 μm lateral resolution (Ullman 1995). The sample has to be compatible with ultra-high vacuum conditions. X-ray sensitive materials may also suffer damage induced by the beam.

To study the surface chemistry of the TiO₂ channel structures in Paper IV, XPS measurements were performed using a PHI Quantum 2000 instrument (Physical Electronics Instruments, USA) with a monochromatic Al Kα X-ray source operated at 25 W. Charge compensation was improved by a combination of electron flood and ion bombarding. A take-off angle of 45° relative to sample surface was used. High-resolution photoemission peaks for C 1s, O 1s, and Ti 2p were measured from three different spots using a pass energy of 29.35 eV. A mixed Gaussian–Lorentzian fit and Shirley background reduction were used for curve fitting. The main chamber pressure was kept at 2 × 10⁻⁷ Torr during the measurement.

3.4.6 Time-of-flight secondary ion mass spectrometry (ToF-SIMS)

ToF-SIMS mapping (Fig. 3.9) of the paper sample was used in Paper IV to study the changes caused by both UVA irradiation and/or water wetted LFS TiO₂ nanoparticle coated paperboard. ToF-SIMS provides elemental and molecular level information at high spatial resolution with an imaging depth of 1-2 nm. It is therefore well suited for characterization of the molecular distribution at the outermost surface (Dalton et al. 2002, Stepień et al. 2013). The sample surface is bombarded with a focused (primary) ion beam under high vacuum. A small fraction of the released surface fragments becomes ionized. Qualitative information of secondary ions from elements, isotopes, and molecular fragments can be acquired in either positive or negative ion mode. These are analyzed based on their mass-to-charge ratio (m/z) by a mass spectrometer, where heavier secondary ions are subject to a larger deviation under the influence of a magnetic field than lighter ions. Ion ejection from the sample surface causes sample charging and the function of an electron gun is to neutralize this charging.
A PHI TRIFT II (Physical Electronics Instruments, USA) unit with a pulsed liquid metal ion gun was used to acquire the ToF-SIMS spectra. Positive ion mode spectra were acquired over the mass range of 2-2 000 Da using a Ga\(^{+}\) primary source with a raster size of 100 × 100 μm\(^2\), a 600 pA aperture current, and a 10 min acquisition time. Sample surface charging was prevented by using a low energy flood gun. Images were collected over a 2 × 2 mm\(^2\) area in non-interlaced mode, i.e., analyses and sputtering are active in different ToF cycles. A challenge when analysing ToF-SIMS spectra of coated papers is that they contain numerous organic compounds originating from the coating formulation, which complicates the identification of the chemical properties directly.

**Figure 3.9** A ToF-SIMS measurement setup.
Chapter 4

Results and Discussion

4.1 Printed conductive PEDOT:PSS on natural fibre-based substrates

The CAs of water and PEDOT:PSS water dispersion (Clevios P HC V4, solid content 1.0-1.4 wt.%) for flexographic printing are summarized in Table 4.1. CAs were defined at the time when the oscillations of the droplets had dissipated, but prior to any liquid absorption into the substrate. The CA values were taken after 1 s for water for each sample, whereas for PEDOT:PSS the times varied from 1 s (multilayer coated paper) to 10 s (paperboard) and 60 s (the other samples). Switching of wetting characteristics was observed for TiO2 nanoparticle coated paperboard from superhydrophobic to highly hydrophilic by UVA light irradiation. This behaviour was also observed with water-based PEDOT:PSS ink. The paperboard sample refers to the reference double coated paperboard without nanoparticles.

Table 4.1 Measured CAs (Paper I)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Plastic</th>
<th>MLCP</th>
<th>LFS TiO2</th>
<th>LFS TiO2+UV</th>
<th>Paperboard</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H2O</td>
<td>75°</td>
<td>50°</td>
<td>153°</td>
<td>7°</td>
<td>74°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEDOT:PSS</td>
<td>74°</td>
<td>62°</td>
<td>160°</td>
<td>26°</td>
<td>69°</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.2 Measured sheet resistances with successive prints (Paper I)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Plastic</th>
<th>MLCP</th>
<th>LFS TiO2</th>
<th>LFS TiO2+UV</th>
<th>Paperboard</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1st print layer</td>
<td>&gt; 10⁸</td>
<td>6.4 · 10⁵</td>
<td>&gt; 10⁸</td>
<td>1.2 · 10⁶</td>
<td>3.6 · 10⁶</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd print layer</td>
<td>&gt; 10⁸</td>
<td>2.0 · 10⁵</td>
<td>5.3 · 10⁶</td>
<td>2.9 · 10⁵</td>
<td>2.7 · 10⁵</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd print layer</td>
<td>&gt; 10⁸</td>
<td>4.0 · 10⁴</td>
<td>3.3 · 10⁵</td>
<td>1.0 · 10⁵</td>
<td>8.0 · 10⁴</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4th print layer</td>
<td>6.2 · 10⁵</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4.1 presents the scanned images of the flexographic PEDOT:PSS prints. As expected for the TiO2 nanoparticle coated superhydrophobic surface, the sheet resistance values are higher, as shown in Table 4.2, and print density values are lower due to poor wetting of the surface by the ink and formation of an uneven print layer. In a dynamic printing process, the super-
hydrophobicity is lost only after several successive print layers. The observed poor ink setting both on plastic film and superhydrophobic LFS TiO$_2$ correlates well with the observed higher sheet resistance values. The multilayer coated paper contains a barrier layer between the base paper and the thin porous top coating. The barrier layer prevents the PEDOT:PSS ink from penetrating deep into the base paper. Thus, the ink sets at the top resulting in the lowest sheet resistance values.

Figure 4.1 Flexographic PEDOT:PSS prints on different substrates (width of the printed area 7 mm). (Paper I)

Figure 4.2 A larger magnification of the flexographic print layer (area 4×4 mm$^2$, 3 print layers). (Paper I)

Figure 4.2 shows magnified images of the printed layers. Formation of branched polymer clusters (dark areas) was observed that were especially visible in the paperboard reference. A similar behaviour has been reported with spin-coated PEDOT:PSS thin films (Nardes 2007). This results in anisotropic conductivity values in machine and cross-machine direction. Paper surface roughness was measured by the Parker Print Surf (PPS) device commonly used in paper industry. The plastic film (0.25 μm) and calendered MLCP (0.43 μm) have significantly lower surface PPS roughness than paperboard (1.79 μm). These results are in agreement with previous AFM roughness analysis (Bollström et al. 2009). The paperboard similarly has the highest roughness in
The roughness of the paperboard is not significantly changed by the nanoparticle coating (1.71 μm) at the PPS measurement length scale. However, the nanoparticles have previously been shown to increase the nanoscale roughness (Stepien et al. 2011). An optical goniometer study showed that larger PEDOT:PSS droplets tend to form a neck structure due to the polymer concentration increase at the droplet/substrate boundary. PEDOT:PSS droplets initially behave similarly to water. However, as the polymer settles on the surface, the CA grows again with water minimizing its surface energy. For large drops used in the CA measurements, the drying effect is rather slow. In flexography the applied liquid amount is much smaller enhancing the effect and hence, print morphology with similar behaviour may be observed.

Ink setting properties play a crucial role for printed functionality. Finger-like cluster formation shown in Fig. 4.2 is related to the film splitting in the printing nip. The viscous fingering is induced when the PEDOT:PSS ink becomes unevenly split in the printing nip due to local variations of adhesion and wettability. Surface roughness and surface wettability of the substrate may have a considerable effect on the viscous fingering. The high surface roughness and low wettability of surfaces such as LFS TiO₂ nanoparticle coated paperboard makes this phenomenon especially visible. The film splitting hypothesis was confirmed by a rod coating experiment of PEDOT:PSS on the studied substrates. There was no finger formation on these samples with rod coating with lower speed compared to the flexography. The outcome supports the hypothesis that the film splitting in the printing nip is responsible for the viscous fingering.

Figure 4.3 presents the sheet resistance of PEDOT:PSS layers as a function of print density for different print layers. The MLCP has almost a linear decrease of sheet resistance as a function of print density with successive print layers. This result can be related to good ink setting properties in the top coating layer that result in even successive print layers. The plastic film, however, became conductive only after four successive prints.

PEDOT:PSS transfer onto the superhydrophobic LFS TiO₂ nanoparticle coated surface is poor, which leads to high sheet resistance and low print density values. UVA treatment changes the superhydrophobic surface into a highly hydrophilic one. The PEDOT:PSS sets well on such UVA treated surface, as indicated by high print density values. The porosity of the LFS TiO₂ base paperboard is higher than that of the MLCP. This results in a larger PEDOT:PSS transfer onto the UVA treated LFS TiO₂ sample, as observed from
Figure 4.3 Sheet resistance in PEDOT:PSS as a function of print density for plastic, multilayer, and LFS paperboard (reference, LFS-TiO$_2$, and LFS TiO$_2$+UVA treated paperboard). (Paper I)

The higher print density values compared to the MLCP. However, the sheet resistance values are higher for the former. It can be concluded that PEDOT:PSS absorbed deep into the porous paperboard does not significantly contribute to conductivity. This shows well the importance of controlled printability for printed functionality. The penetration of PEDOT:PSS into the LFS TiO$_2$ base paperboard can be controlled by adjusting the surface wettability by UV irradiation. The optimal printing speed for the IGT printer for PEDOT: PSS was > 1.0 m/s for adequate reproduction and minimization of the finger formation. From a practical point-of-view it is beneficial to reduce the number of successive printing cycles by optimizing the used anilox roll that can increase the homogeneity of the print and produce conducting layers even with a single print.
4.2 Effect of polyelectrolytes on PEDOT:PSS conductivity

Polyelectrolytes can be described as salts chained to each other. Polyelectrolytes are added during the papermaking process at the wet end of a paper machine to improve retention of mineral pigment fillers embedded into the fibre matrix of the pulp as well as retention of starch, gum, or rosin sizing during the formation of the base paper (Alén 2007). In mineral pigment coating formulations the polyelectrolytes act as dispersing agents fully covering the pigment particle surface (Paltakari 2009). Therefore, printed conductive layers on paper substrate are exposed to potential electrolytes at the ink-paper interface. However, it is worth emphasizing that the polyelectrolyte concentrations used in Paper II on glass substrates are significantly higher than those actually found in the coated paper surfaces. The current study pinpoints important issues that need to be taken into account when designing printed electronics and functionality on economically, ecologically, and environmentally sustainable pigment coated paper substrates.

While the electrical performance of PEDOT:PSS is well-known (Löwenich 2014), the effect of anionic and cationic polyelectrolytes on the electrical performance has not been thoroughly investigated. This is of interest for paper-based electronics since polyelectrolytes, such as PA and pDADMAC, are commonly used as dispersants for paper coating pigments. The sheet resistance of spin-coated PEDOT:PSS is in the kΩ/□ range, whereas the measured sheet resistance of cationic pDADMAC was 1-2 orders of magnitude higher in the MΩ/□ range. The anionic PA behaves like an isolator with sheet resistance values in the GΩ/□ region. Both pDADMAC and PA are inherently hygroscopic (Wong et al. 2004) and coatings of them are thus prone to dimensional instability, especially at high relative humidity conditions.

The PEDOT:PSS polymer complex consists of cationic, conductive, and hydrophobic PEDOT groups adsorbed on anionic PSS polyelectrolyte chains. The strong PSS polyelectrolyte is fully charged and dissociates completely in water. The presence of PA makes it easier for PEDOT to blend with water, forming PEDOT:PSS water dispersion particles with a water content of 90-95 wt.%. The hydrophobic PEDOT groups are pushed into the centre of the dispersion particle surrounded by anionic PSS and water. These colloidal particles are the building blocks of the conductive PEDOT:PSS films and coatings (Mochizuki et al. 2012).

Structure, packing density, and conductivity of the PEDOT:PSS film is governed by several factors including the used transfer method, carrier liquid
composition, drying method, and drying time. In spin-coating, the quaternary structure of PEDOT:PSS can further be segregated by the centrifugal forces into lentil-like PEDOT-rich clusters embedded between very thin PSS lamellas. Some PSS residue is transported along with the evaporating water onto the surface of the conductive polymer (Nardes 2007, Fabretto et al. 2008).

Figure 4.4 presents sheet resistance and print density of PEDOT:PSS on spin-coated PA (a) and pDADMAC (b) with a varying polyelectrolyte concentration. PA is a strong polyelectrolyte that blends effectively with dispersed PEDOT:PSS in water. Together they form a smeared coating supporting non-uniform film coverage with strong local colour shifts. These non-uniformities caused a large sample to sample variation. Hence, the print density and sheet resistance values display significant standard deviations, especially with the largest PA concentration. These samples lacked consistency in print density and resulted in a larger sheet resistance than the PEDOT:PSS single layer reference. The print density on the reference glass slide was 0.09-0.10 units, and is included in all the reported print densities.

Figure 4.4 Sheet resistance and print density values of spin-coated PEDOT:PSS on PA (a) and pDADMAC (b) on coated glass as a function of the added polyelectrolyte. (Paper II)

Spin-coated PEDOT:PSS coating set better on pDADMAC (Fig. 4.4b) films than on PA samples. PEDOT:PSS and pDADMAC are oppositely charged and the formation of darker PEDOT:PSS coatings on higher pDADMAC concentration was observed. The sheet resistance was lower for pDADMAC/PEDOT:PSS bilayers in comparison to the single layer PEDOT:PSS reference. In addition, the pDADMAC/PEDOT:PSS bilayers displayed only marginal defects or local variations, which translates into consistent values and
narrow standard deviations. Contrary to these results, addition of pDADMAC into the bulk PEDOT:PSS water dispersion makes the dispersion particles collapse and separate. At the pDADMAC/PEDOT:PSS interface, this problem was avoided by keeping the pDADMAC coating exposure times to PEDOT:PSS dispersion below 20 s.

![Image of sheet resistance and print density values of spin-coated layer-by-layer PEDOT:PSS samples.](image)

**Figure 4.5 Sheet resistance and print density values of spin-coated layer-by-layer PEDOT:PSS samples. (Paper II)**

A layer-by-layer deposition of PEDOT:PSS was conducted in the absence of polyelectrolytes. Multiple layers were expected to produce a thicker PEDOT:PSS coating combined with a high print density (i.e. dark colour) and a low sheet resistance. As expected, sequential spin-coated PEDOT:PSS shown in Fig. 4.5 can significantly lower the sheet resistance that correlates well with the print density increase. The sequential PEDOT:PSS bi- and trilayer structures are in good agreement with the sheet resistance and print density values of the pDADMAC/PEDOT:PSS bilayers shown in Fig. 4.4b with 5 and 10 wt. % pDADMAC concentration, respectively.

SEM was used to determine the thickness and structure of the spin-coated samples. The PEDOT:PSS single layer in Fig. 4.6 (a) has a total thickness of approximately 90 nm. The diameters of individual dispersion particles range from 45 to 60 nm, thus, forming a coating that consists of two layers of dispersion particles.
Figure 4.6 SEM images of nitrogen freeze-fractured, spin-coated PEDOT:PSS layers on glass showing dispersion particles that remain intact on the surface despite the spin-coating. The film thickness of PEDOT:PSS is approximately 90 nm. Image magnification: 50 000×. (Paper II)

Table 4.3 Thicknesses of single layer pDADMAC and pDADMAC/ PEDOT:PSS bilayers. (Paper II)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Single layer sample</th>
<th>d[nm]</th>
<th>Bilayer sample</th>
<th>d[nm]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.0 wt.% pDADMAC</td>
<td>30-50</td>
<td>1.0 wt.% pDADMAC/PEDOT:PSS</td>
<td>110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.5 wt.% pDADMAC</td>
<td>120-130</td>
<td>2.5 wt.% pDADMAC/PEDOT:PSS</td>
<td>210-250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.0 wt.% pDADMAC</td>
<td>300-310</td>
<td>5.0 wt.% pDADMAC/PEDOT:PSS</td>
<td>230-260</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.0 wt.% pDADMAC</td>
<td>710-750</td>
<td>10.0 wt.% pDADMAC/PEDOT:PSS</td>
<td>360</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Thickness data of pDADMAC and pDADMAC/PEDOT:PSS samples are presented in Table 4.3. The pDADMAC coating thickness increases with increased polyelectrolyte concentrations from 33 nm at 1 wt.% pDADMAC to 748 nm at 10 wt.% pDADMAC. The layer thickness increase does not follow the concentration linearly due to higher viscosities with increased polyelectrolyte concentration. This is caused by higher persistence against deformation induced by the centrifugal and compressive forces during the spin-coating. At higher polyelectrolyte concentrations of 5 and 10 wt., the
single layer pDADMAC exceeds the total thickness of bilayer pDADMAC/PEDOT:PSS samples caused by saturated PEDOT:PSS absorption.

Figure 4.7 shows that the quaternary structure of PEDOT:PSS is retained in all the bilayer samples on pDADMAC, which is not self-evident. Higher pDADMAC concentrations create a stronger attraction for PEDOT:PSS dispersion particles followed by a thicker adsorption layer. A diffuse region is formed in the interface between the pDADMAC and the PEDOT:PSS layer. The PEDOT:PSS water dispersion particles blend together with the pDADMAC coating, which is a typical spin-coating phenomenon. At higher pDADMAC concentrations of 5 and 10 wt.% the bilayer fabrication process becomes increasingly difficult. Some thinning of the bilayer samples was observed, but the exact mechanism behind this is unclear.

PA and PEDOT:PSS blend easily. However, when an isolator is introduced into the PEDOT:PSS, the outcome will have a lower conductivity compared to a single layer PEDOT:PSS reference. Thus, anionic PA caused a considerable sheet resistance increase, whereas PEDOT:PSS on pDADMAC showed an increased conductivity.

Figure 4.8 proposes a hypothesis and a step-by-step description of the PEDOT:PSS interaction on top of pDADMAC. The initial PEDOT:PSS exposure (Fig. 4.8a) is followed by an adherence to the polyelectrolyte surface. In the vicinity of the pDADMAC/PEDOT:PSS –interface, the bulk PEDOT:PSS water dispersion phase becomes destabilized by strong attraction induced by the oppositely charged pDADMAC. A saturated PEDOT:PSS adsorption layer is formed at the liquid-solid interface that is governed by the dry content of pDADMAC (Fig. 4.8b and c). Once the distance increases beyond the threshold to destabilize the dispersion, the adsorption ceases and the PEDOT:PSS layer reaches its maximum thickness. According to Fig. 4.7, the quaternary structure of PEDOT:PSS is retained during the spin-coating. When exposed to PEDOT:PSS with a molecular weight around 100 kDa, the pDADMAC underlay provides an extended time window by preventing it from softening up, blending and quickly passing through the PEDOT:PSS adsorption layer into the bulk phase. Finally, the PEDOT:PSS adsorption layer structure is partly or completely destabilized when exposed to prolonged deposition times (>60 s) prior to the spin-coating, as shown in Fig. 4.8d. The difficulties experienced during the sample preparation also suggest that the saturated PEDOT:PSS adsorption layer is very prone to defects disturbing the quaternary layer structure that is caused by locally applied external pressure.
Figure 4.7 (a–d): 1.0 wt.%, 2.5 wt.%, 5.0 wt.%, and 10.0 wt.% single layer pDADMAC, respectively. (e–h): spin-coated pDADMAC/PEDOT:PSS bi-layers with identical concentration as in (a–d). Image magnification: 50,000×. (Paper II)
Figure 4.8 Deposition of PEDOT:PSS on cationic pDADMAC. (Paper II)

during the PEDOT:PSS deposition. This does not have a significant impact on the print density, but the electrical performance can vary considerably. This is worth emphasizing especially when dealing with contact printing methods.

To summarize, based on the SEM cross-section image data of pDADMAC/PEDOT:PSS bilayers, there is a strong dependency between the PEDOT:PSS coating thickness and print density. Furthermore, the pDADMAC solid content has a strong impact on the adsorbed PEDOT:PSS coating thickness. The amount of PEDOT:PSS adsorbed on 5.0 and 10.0 wt.% pDADMAC resembles the amount of two or three times sequentially coated PEDOT:PSS layers. Hence, the saturated PEDOT:PSS adsorption layer is mainly responsible for the electrical conductivity in the pDADMAC/PEDOT:PSS bilayers.

4.3 Conductivity of PEDOT:PSS on NFC-G

The PEDOT:PSS coating interaction was studied with NFC films which are a promising biodegradable substitute to packaging and display materials made of plastic in the future. The main objective was to understand the effect of
glycerol in the NFC film layer for potential enhancement of PEDOT:PSS conductivity.

In general, the conductivity of PEDOT:PSS can be increased by annealing, increased film thickness, or introduction of a secondary dopant. Polyols form a common group of secondary dopants. Glycerol was selected as a secondary dopant based on its multiple functions in material blends. In this particular case, the glycerol is also a plasticizer adding flexibility to the otherwise brittle NFC film. The conductivity enhancement provided by the presence of glycerol can turn the NFC into an active functional coating alongside serving as a semi-transparent substrate for the PEDOT:PSS coatings.

PEDOT:PSS was applied on either drop cast or spin-coated NFC films at various solid contents. The NFC-G films were left to dry before the PEDOT:PSS spin-coating. Conductivity measurements require a very high sample-to-sample reproducibility that is achieved through a uniform and smooth film quality. Such sample characteristics also allow reliable sessile drop wetting studies. The semi-transparent and optically clear samples, including substrate and all coating layer components (glass substrate, PEDOT:PSS, NFC, and glycerol), resulted in a semi-transparent structure suitable for UV-VIS transmission studies.

The effect of glycerol on NFC-G conductivity was studied both at a constant glycerol concentration with varying NFC concentration (Fig. 4.9a) and at a constant NFC concentration with varying glycerol concentration (Fig. 4.9b). In Fig. 4.9 (a), PEDOT:PSS was spin-coated on top of drop cast NFC-G which had varying NFC concentration and a constant glycerol level (5.0 wt.%). This resulted in sheet resistance levels of three orders of magnitude lower than the reference PEDOT:PSS. The sample annealing temperature ranged from 60 to 130°C. With increasing temperature above 80°C, the PEDOT:PSS conductivity becomes increasingly consistent and reproducible.

Addition of glycerol into the PEDOT:PSS enables a morphological rearrangement of the PEDOT and PSS species increasing the conductivity. It is sufficient for secondary dopants to evaporate or pass through the PEDOT:PSS layer leaving without a trace and still make the PEDOT:PSS more conductive (Friedel et al. 2009, Friedel et al. 2011).

PEDOT:PSS behaved nearly identically on drop cast 0.05 and 0.1 wt.% NFC-G at a constant 5 wt.% of glycerol. A further increase of NFC concentration to 0.2 wt.% resulted in a sheet resistance increase. The concentration has an impact on the coating viscosity, which in turn produces a thicker coating layer. Absorption and blending at the NFC-G/PEDOT:PSS
interface is thus weakened due to the increased viscosity and reduced deformability of the NFC-G coating. Annealing may create mechanical strain due to non-uniform drying of the NFC-G coating. This may cause a higher sheet resistance due to cracking and lowered film quality in the PEDOT:PSS layer. It is worth mentioning that despite these possible defects, the sheet resistance of the PEDOT:PSS on drop cast NFC-G is well below the PEDOT:PSS reference on glass.

PEDOT:PSS on drop cast NFC-G at a constant NFC concentration with varying glycerol levels provided improved conductivity in all three cases, as shown in Fig. 4.9 (b). The NFC film with no added glycerol resulted in a drop of the PEDOT:PSS sheet resistance from the reference level of 550 kΩ/□ by a factor of 30 down to 18 kΩ/□. The improved conductivity originates from water that is left in the NFC coating evaporating through and rearranging the PEDOT:PSS layer (Friedel et al. 2009, Friedel et al. 2011).

The lowest sheet resistance values were achieved at 5 wt.% of glycerol. An increase from 5 wt.% to 10 wt.% did not bring any further improvement. The mechanical properties start to fail at higher glycerol levels followed by a disintegration during the spin-coating of PEDOT:PSS. While pure NFC coating does enhance the PEDOT:PSS conductivity, a considerable sheet resistance drop is achieved only with the involvement of glycerol.

The drop cast method is a time consuming process, where the sample drying is defined by the quantity and evaporation rate of the solvent under ambient or controlled conditions. The outcome of drop casting is a relatively thick layer compared to the spin-coated layers. Exposure to compression and quick drying produce thinner films during the spin-coating. In the case of spin-coated NFC, the denser film texture also has increased barrier characteristics. Spin-coating reduces NFC-G film processing times to a few
minutes from 24h that it typically takes for the drop cast samples to dry at ambient conditions.

Figure 4.10 presents the sheet resistance of PEDOT:PSS on spin-coated NFC-G. Samples were differentiated by varying the NFC concentration and/or the spinning rate. On 0.1/5.0 wt.% NFC-G, the PEDOT:PSS produced an identical output to the PEDOT:PSS deposited directly on a glass. At annealing temperatures of 60 and 80°C, the pronounced standard deviations of the results are due to the unstable nature of PEDOT:PSS in this temperature range. This is considered as an indication of lack of interaction between the PEDOT:PSS and the NFC-G layer during the spin-coating or the annealing stage.

![Figure 4.10 PEDOT on spin-coated NFC-G. (Paper III)](image)

A concentration drop from 0.1 to 0.08% wt.% made the NFC-G mixture less viscous producing thinner films at a constant spinning rate of 1000 rpm. A considerable drop and stabilization in sheet resistance was observed. This resulted from PEDOT:PSS interaction with glycerol. A further lowering of the spinning rate down to 600 rpm including an initialization interval of 300 rpm, allowed more NFC-G to remain on the substrate surface. Hence, a thicker film was formed. At lower temperatures, sheet resistance values stayed at the same level, whereas at 100 and 130°C the sheet resistance values were slightly below
200 kΩ/□. This was clearly on a lower level than the 550 kΩ/□ of the PEDOT:PSS reference on glass.

At the higher NFC concentration of 0.1 wt.%, a denser layer was formed that provided barrier properties - preventing glycerol from leaving the NFC-G layer to interact with the PEDOT:PSS. At 0.08 wt.% of NFC, the glycerol component may migrate from the less dense NFC-G layer and mix with the PEDOT:PSS during the spin-coating and annealing stage. Therefore, customized, spin-coated NFC-G coating can either become a barrier (0.1 wt.%) or regulator (0.08 wt.%) that can tap glycerol and water into the PEDOT:PSS layer.

One of the objectives of the NFC-G model system on a glass substrate was to retain the semi-transparent characteristics of the self-supporting NFC-G film. A smooth NFC-G coating on a rigid glass substrate allows spin-coating and formation of a good quality PEDOT:PSS coating. The results in Figs. 4.9 and 4.10 indicate that the samples meet the requirements for electrical and optical characterization.

WCAs on different NFC-G/PEDOT:PSS coatings are shown in Fig. 4.11. All PEDOT:PSS coated samples were annealed at 130°C and stored for 24h at RH 50% prior to CA characterization. Spin-coated and drop cast NFC-G formed strongly hydrophilic coatings. The drop cast NFC-G showed strong water absorption in the time interval from 15 to 40 s causing swelling and deformation. Residual markings on the spin-coated NFC-G coating after the finished CA experiment suggest very limited water absorption. CA measurements were also performed on glycerol coated glass. Highly hydrophilic surface was observed but these results were not included, as water droplets formed irregular, noncircular wetting patterns on the surface and thus did not allow a reliable conventional interpretation of CA data based on symmetrical wetting patterns.

The PEDOT:PSS samples were less hydrophilic in comparison to the uncoated NFC-G samples. PEDOT:PSS on spin-coated NFC-G produced an identical outcome compared to the reference PEDOT:PSS on glass. PEDOT:PSS samples on drop cast NFC-G had WCAs approximately 15° above the reference. However, all the involved components NFC, glycerol and PEDOT:PSS are hydrophilic when measured on their own. Therefore, the origin of the CA rise may be due to surface deformation and roughness effects. Annealing, in general, has a smoothening effect on the PEDOT:PSS coating. Deformations in the NFC-G coating layer occur when water originating from the PEDOT:PSS is absorbed and evaporates through the pores and pinholes.
into the PEDOT:PSS. Nevertheless, despite its rough surface, the PEDOT:PSS coating retains its barrier properties, as shown in Fig. 4.11.

Figure 4.12 presents the optical transmission of PEDOT:PSS on drop cast or spin-coated NFC-G. The spin-coated NFC-G overlaps with the reference PEDOT:PSS on glass with a range from 94% to 84% transmission rate across the measured spectral range. The maximum transmission is located in the blue region. Both these sample categories retain their light blue colour shade. The colourless NFC-G coating seems to have little or no impact on the transmission.

PEDOT:PSS on drop cast NFC-G resulted in one to eight units lower transmission across the whole spectral range. This is considered to be of little harm in comparison to the conductivity increase of three orders of magnitude. The PEDOT:PSS becomes absorbed into the NFC-G coating layer. This creates a dark blue colour shade and thus, an additional drop in transmission. PEDOT:PSS consists of more than 95 wt.% water that can easily become absorbed by the NFC-G coating, as shown in Fig. 4.11. All samples annealed between 60°C and 130°C behaved optically equally. Finally, the spin-coated samples remained reproducible within one percentage point, whereas drop cast samples were within three percentage points.
Figure 4.12 Optical transmission of PEDOT:PSS on NFC. (Paper III)

4.4 Permanent planar fluidic channels on TiO$_2$ nanoparticle coated paperboard

The adhesion of LFS deposited nanoparticles on a surface is predominantly controlled by van der Waals long range forces, i.e. the particles are loosely bound to the surface. Earlier work has shown that the UVA light facilitated wettability conversion is not permanent on the TiO$_2$ nanoparticle coated paperboard, i.e. the illuminated area returns to the initial superhydrophobic level in storage, and the recovery can be accelerated by heat (Teisala et al. 2013). However, there are not always UVA light sources available for converting TiO$_2$ nanoparticle samples to highly hydrophilic. Therefore, in Paper IV, a more permanent TiO$_2$ nanoparticle wettability conversion approach was studied. To make the channel structures more permanent, a water treatment step with first stage wetting was added, as depicted in Fig. 3.4 (p. 29).

One and two mm wide channel structures were created by a UVA illuminated area through a mask on a TiO$_2$ nanoparticle coated paperboard, as displayed in Fig. 4.13(a) without and (b) with the first stage wetting step. In Fig 4.13(a), the first stage non-wetted channel is exposed to red coloured water (Amaranth dye) for a better visualization and contrast. No channel structure becomes visible, as the actions of UVA illumination followed by heat treatment cancel each other, and thus channel structure is lost with surface recovery to
Figure 4.13 Images of wetting behaviour of samples without (a) and with (b) the first stage wetting in 1 and 2 mm wide channel structures that are exposed to red colour stained water. The illuminated channels in (a) indicated by yellow dotted lines convert back to superhydrophobic by the heat treatment whereby they are not wetted by the coloured water. (Paper IV)

superhydrophobic. In Fig. 4.13(b), a clear second stage wetting takes place in the first stage wetted channel structures.

WCAs of the TiO₂ nanoparticle coated paperboard are summarized in Table 4.4: as prepared (CA ~ 160°), followed by UVA illumination (CA ~ 5°), heat treated first stage wetted channel (CA ~ 110°), and followed by a repeated, secondary post-UVA illumination (CA ~ 65°). As reported earlier (Stepien et al. 2012), heat treatment of the sample recovers the initial superhydrophobicity.

Table 4.4 WCAs of the channel areas. (Paper IV)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>CA [°]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reference-based paperboard</td>
<td>78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial TiO₂ NP surface</td>
<td>160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UVA illuminated channel</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heat treated first stage wetted channel (0s → 60s)</td>
<td>110 → 100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heat treated first stage wetted channel exposed to post UVA Illumination (0s → 60s)</td>
<td>102 → 65</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

However, after the heat treatment, the WCA of the first stage wetted channel is close to 110° which is significantly lower than the initial superhydrophobic value. Therefore, the wettability of the channel structure is permanently increased compared to the case without the first stage wetting. Furthermore, the initial WCA will drop by 10° within 60 seconds from 110° to 100°. In the
Figure 4.14 FE-SEM (a, b) and ToF-SIMS images of total ion counts in positive ion mode (c, d) of the channel structure with (left) and without (right) the first stage wetting in a 1 mm wide channel structure. (Paper IV)

same timeframe of 60 s the channel area WCA drops by additional 37° from 102° to 65° with a repeated UVA illumination. It is reasonable to assume that the number of TiO$_2$ nanoparticles in the channel structure is reduced during the first wetting stage, as no extreme WCAs are reached after the secondary UVA treatment. The reduction in nanoparticle number hypothesis was confirmed by electron microscopy in both cases.

Microscopy results in Fig. 4.14 show the FE-SEM and ToF-SIMS total ion count images of the UVA and annealed channels with and without the first stage wetting. A comparison between the left-hand side and the right-hand side image shows a significant difference between the first stage wetted channel compared to the non-wetted channel structure. The channel structure width corresponds well to the UVA photomask exposure area with a width of 1 mm. The nanoparticles on the highly hydrophilic channel area are transported away along the moving liquid contact line and pushed to the edges similar to the coffee stain effect (Deegan et al. 1997) or absorbed into the base paperboard mineral pigment coating during the first wetting stage.
Figure 4.15 FE-SEM images of outside, edge, and channel areas of the first stage wetted TiO$_2$ nanoparticle coated surface. A rosette-like structure of TiO$_2$ nanoparticles fully covering the surface is shown on (a) whereas a typical base paperboard mineral pigment coating structure is clearly visible in the first stage wetted channel with the reduction of TiO$_2$ nanoparticles, as seen in (c). (Paper IV)

The surface morphology of the channel and edge region was studied in more detail using an FE-SEM, as shown in Fig. 4.15. The area outside the channel (no UVA exposure, oven heat treatment only) has a typical morphology of the LFS deposited TiO$_2$ nanoparticles, as observed in earlier work (Stepien et al. 2013). A significant decrease in the number of nanoparticles is clearly visible in the channel area, as shown in Fig. 4.15c. A distinct boundary can be observed in the edge area between the channel and non-wetted area in Fig. 4.15b.

FE-SEM and ToF-SIMS observations were confirmed by the XPS elemental composition results displayed in Table 4.5. The amount of titanium is reduced as a direct consequence of the first stage wetting that supports the findings from the FE-SEM images. Furthermore, the surrounding areas, which are only exposed to heat, show similar values.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>C 1s</th>
<th>O 1s</th>
<th>Ti 2p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First stage wetted / channel</td>
<td>55.1</td>
<td>35.4</td>
<td>9.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First stage wetted / outside</td>
<td>49.0</td>
<td>38.8</td>
<td>12.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-wetted / channel</td>
<td>51.4</td>
<td>36.8</td>
<td>11.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-wetted / outside</td>
<td>48.9</td>
<td>38.5</td>
<td>12.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The small decrease in the amount of titanium in the non-first stage wetted channel area (UVA + oven treatment) correlates with the increased amount of carbon: during the heat treatment volatile organic components are evaporated from the base pigment paperboard coating that can adhere on top of the TiO$_2$
nanoparticles, as shown also in previous studies. A more significant reduction of titanium is observed after the water treatment in the first stage wetted channel area in agreement with previous work (Stepien et al. 2012, Stepien et al. 2013).

Figure 4.16 displays the high resolution ToF-SIMS spectra with two different \textit{m/z} ranges that correspond to fragments of Ca and C$_3$H$_4$ peaks (39.8-40.2), and OC$_2$H$_3$ and C$_3$H$_7$ (42.8-43.2). A large Ca-ion peak is only visible in the first stage wetted channel. The weakly acidic deionized water (pH 5.6) causes the carbonate pigments in the paperboard coating to dissolve. Hence, as seen from the high resolution FE-SEM image in Fig 4.15, the base paperboard CaCO$_3$ particles in the pigment coating are partially dissolved. Previous studies show that the LFS deposited TiO$_2$ nanoparticles are covered with a carbonaceous layer (Teisala et al. 2013). This hydrocarbon layer originates

\textbf{Figure 4.16} High resolution ToF-SIMS spectra of peaks 40 and 43 of the different samples. (Paper IV)
from the combustion of volatile organic compounds released from the organic binder material during the flame deposition. It is also visible in Fig. 4.16, the C₃H₄ peaks being absent in the first stage wetted channel at 40.03 due to the reduction of TiO₂ nanoparticles from the channel. The hydrocarbon peaks in the vicinity of m/z = 43 are also visible in the high resolution ToF-SIMS spectra in Fig. 4.16.

There is also a significant increase in the polar hydrocarbon peak of OC₂H₃, whereas the non-polar hydrocarbon peak of C₃H₇ is smaller than in the other spectra. Thus, the first stage wetted channel becomes less hydrophobic than the non-wetted channel. The recorded peaks of 54, 55, 56, and 57 confirm that the coating colour components are only visible in the first stage wetted channel. It is worth emphasizing that only the outermost molecular layers of the surface (1-2 nm in depth) are characterized by the ToF-SIMS. In the case of the non-wetted channel, the base paperboard is located well below the detection range. Hence, the ToF-SIMS signal mainly originates from the porous TiO₂ nanoparticle coating layer. In the first stage wetted channel, the base paperboard becomes exposed and is within the detection range. This is supported by the FE-SEM images in Fig. 4.16.

The normalized relative intensities of the ToF-SIMS spectra from the channel area are shown in Fig. 4.17. Removal of the TiO₂ nanoparticles caused by the first stage wetting translates into smaller intensities for the peaks m/z = 46 Da (Ti), 48 Da (Ti), 64 Da (TiO), and 81 Da (TiO₂). Peaks related to Al (26 and 98 Da), SiCH (40 and 97 Da), AlSiH (56 and 96 Da) are related to the pigment coating formulation of the base paperboard consisting of kaolin clay, and are visible in the first stage wetted spectrum. Also the oxygen containing hydrocarbons produce stronger peaks at CHO (29.04 Da) and C₂H₃O (43.02 Da) in the first stage wetted channel. Stronger peaks at m/z = 41.04 Da, 43.06 Da, 55.06 Da, and the peaks between 91.06–165 are hydrocarbons found in the non-wetted channel and originate from the organic binder used in the pigment coating (Stepien et al. 2013).

The ToF-SIMS positive ion spectra were also recorded from areas surrounding the channel. No differences were detected between sample types, as one could expect, as the effect of the water in the first stage wetting is limited only to the channel area. In addition, the kaolin clay components are not visible for either samples in the outside areas. Small variations in Ti (46 and 48 Da) peak strengths were caused by slight sample-to-sample variations at the measurement spot.
Figure 4.17 ToF-SIMS normalized relative intensities for selected peaks in the channel area. (Paper IV)
Chapter 5

Conclusion and Future Outlook

The present work utilized different coating and printing technologies to control electric and wetting performance of natural fibre-based substrates. These substrates are potential substitutes for fossil fuel-based plastic films in various value-added functional applications. A growing global population with a limited supply of both renewable and non-renewable raw materials sets an urgent demand for such sustainable transformation.

Water-based conductive ink PEDOT:PSS was applied in different amounts using successive flexography prints on various natural fibre-based substrates. Flexography allows large area conductive surfaces to be printed that can be combined with other printing technologies such as screen and inkjet printing for establishing cost-effective manufacturing of printed functionality such as solar cells. Addition of successive PEDOT:PSS layers on the substrate resulted in lower sheet resistance values, as expected. The TiO$_2$ nanoparticle coated paperboard has an additional degree of freedom with controlled wetting that can be used to control the ink setting on the surface. It was also shown that the surface superhydrophobicity remains under the dynamic printing process resulting in a reduced ink transfer and print density on such surface.

Paper surface is inherently rough and porous compared to smooth plastic film, which needs to be taken into account when targeting paper-based printed functionality. Conventional surface modification technologies used for graphical arts and packaging applications such as pigment coating, calendering, and dispersion barrier coating can be modified to meet the demands of printed functionality. Anionic and cationic polyelectrolytes are widely used in papermaking as dispersing agents in coating suspensions to prevent particle aggregation, and as additives to improve printability, e.g., in inkjet printing. Hence they are also present on the paper surface, as they usually fully cover the mineral pigment particle surfaces, and the concentration of polyelectrolytes can increase at the PEDOT:PSS - top coating interface. It was observed that on a cationic polyelectrolyte induces a conductivity increase that corresponded to 2-3 successive applications of PEDOT:PSS without polyelectrolytes. On the contrary, the anionic polyelectrolyte resulted in a lower conductivity.
Paper and paperboard are the most commonly used natural fibre-based substrates. However, they are limited by their opaque optical properties. Thus, they are not suitable candidates for display or solar cell applications that are currently realized on semi-transparent plastic and glass substrates. Recent advances in the fabrication of nanofibrillar cellulose (NFC) thin films have resulted in transparent films that avoid the opacity issue with traditional cellulose-based substrates. PEDOT:PSS was spin-coated on either drop cast or spin-coated NFC-glycerol (NFC-G) thin films. Glycerol was used as an anchor layer between the glass substrate and the NFC layer providing good adhesion. Improved conductivity was also observed, as glycerol is a secondary dopant for the PEDOT:PSS. A three-order-of-magnitude increase in the PEDOT:PSS conductivity was observed on the drop cast NFC-G substrates due to water and glycerol content in the substrate.

Finally, controlled and localized wetting of paperboard was achieved via a liquid flame spray (LFS) TiO$_2$ nanoparticle coating. Switchable wetting characteristics of such surfaces has been presented in the literature: ultraviolet radiation can be used to convert the initially superhydrophobic state to a highly hydrophilic one that can be reversed back to initial superhydrophobicity by a heat treatment. In this work, generation of permanent planar fluidic channels on such LFS TiO$_2$ nanoparticle coated paperboard was demonstrated. A simple water treatment after the UV irradiation was used to remove the nanoparticles from the wetted areas resulting in a permanent change in the wetting characteristics. Such planar fluidic channels can find applications, for example, in cost-effective, disposable point-of-care (POC) type diagnostic devices. An additional benefit of natural fibre substrates is easy disposability after use, e.g. by incineration, leaving no hazardous biological waste.

As a summary, the advances in printing science and technology have made it possible to embed functionality and intelligence practically everywhere. The Internet of Things (IoT) (Gershenfeld et al. 2004) is an emerging megatrend (see e.g. Harvard Business Review 2014) that is based on the integration of intelligent devices and sensors that analyse the environment and communicate with each other. For a widespread application of such devices, a number of device criteria have to be met: production methods must be cost-effective and the used materials flexible, suitable for roll-to-roll processing for smart structures and intelligent solutions that need to be integrated into packages, fabrics, and appliances. IoT has a large potential for significant cost savings: for example, in the western countries more than 100 kg food/capita is lost annually (Gustavsson et al. 2011). A large portion of the wasted food could be avoided
with better logistics and by using the feedback from biosensors in the packages stored in smart refrigerators.

Another example of such added functionality is intelligent medicine packaging with integrated medical drug uptake monitoring circuits that has been demonstrated by Stora Enso using RFID equipped medicine packages. Improvements in medical condition, healthcare, and life quality are in the centre of high-end diagnostics research and development. Lowered production costs, device miniaturization, and sufficient selectivity together with advances in wireless communications technology can revolutionize the future healthcare with significant cost saving potential. Furthermore, portable, close-to-patient, and cost-effective POC type diagnostic solutions can bring major improvements in life quality especially in developing countries, where seeking medical attention can be difficult due to long travel distances and limited laboratory resources. Quick remote healthcare with real-time monitoring possibility can also prevent the spreading of pandemics such as influenza or Ebola. Antibiotic resistance is another growing problem in the western countries that can be reduced by a correct use of antibiotics, i.e. not in the case of viral infections which is often the case nowadays due to lack of proper and quick diagnostics.

There is an increased demand for high production volumes of smart packages and disposable diagnostic devices. However, for a wide scale integration of such systems the single device needs to be very cost-effective, which can be achieved in roll-to-roll processes. At the same time, there is a real concern about the environmental load these solutions may cause. Therefore, research with sustainable, biodegradable, recyclable, and renewable natural fibre-based materials is in a key position to bring both ecologically and economically sustainable alternatives for replacing the existing non-renewable solutions. The forest industry sector has positioned itself well to meet these future demands.
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